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Young Wild West and the Mexican Deadshot
OR, THE SHOOTING MATCH ON THE BORDER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Jump-Off Camp.
While on the way to Buckhorn Raneh, where
they intended to take a rest for a week or two,
Young Wild West and his friends came upon a
mining camp that was situated at the extreme
southern point of New Mexico, bordering upon
Old Mexico. There had really been a village of
adobe houses there when a couole of lucky prospectors located pay-dirt, and it had ·not taken a
great while to change the scene and put real life
in the place. It happened that our hero had never
taken that route before. and when he came upon
the hustling camp late in the afternoon of a day
in October, a few years ago when there was lei:;s
law and order in that region than at the present,
he was somewhat surprised. As the reader no
doubt is aw.are, Young Wild West was known as
the .Champion Deadshot of the West, and had
been traveling about the wildest parts of the
West, looking for excitement and adventure. ever
since he had passed his seventeenth birthday.
But this particular 'mining camp was entirely new
to him, and so it was to his companions.
The latter were his charming golden-haired
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie,
the scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy about the same age as our hero, and his
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two Chinamen,
who bore the names of Hoo Wah anrl Wing Wah.
There were two good reasons for the young deadshot and his friends to j;ravel about on horseback
and defy the dangers they we're bound to meet.
The first was that they liked that way of living,
and the second w.as that they could well afford
to do it, since they either owned or were interested in several good-paying mines in different
parts of the gold and silver-bearin g region. A
good-sized ore smelter lay at the outskirts of
what had once been a sort of Mexican village. It
was on the side of a hill that ran upw.a rd to the
foot of a perpendicula r cliff which rear-eel itself
three or four hundred feet above, and below the
smelter the shanties and tents occupied bv the
.
men working there were to be seen.
The adobe houses were still occupied by the
Mexicans who ,lived a lazv life and mingled with
the hustlimr Americans who had come there to

make money. The trail Young Wild West and•his
friends }iad been following brought them to the
section where the Mexican houses were scatter-eel
about first, and as they came to a public place
the young deadshot reined in . his sorrel stallion,
Spitfire, .and came to a halt. A very bald-headed
under-shirt
man, whose principal attire was
and a pair of duck pants that had at one time
be~n white, got upon his feet and, bowing to the
party, said:
"Lookin' for a place to stop .at. strangers?"
"Not exactly," our hero answered, in the cool
and easy way that had helped make him famous.
"I just wanted to ask ' the name of this place.,)
"Well. young feller, the two men as come here
an' struck it rich somethin' ' like .a year ago give
it the name of Jump-off Camp, an' that seems to
stick to it. I believe there was some kind of a
greaser name to this part of it once, but that's
. been dropped now, an' I can't remember jest what
the name was."
"Jump-off Camp, eh? I suppose quite a few
have jumpe1 off since they've been here."
"Yes. most likely. There's lively happenin's
goin' o_n sometimes, an' more than one putty g-ood
sort of a g-aloot has died with his boots on, too.
But the reason they call it Jump-off Camp is
'cause if a feller wants to git over into Mexico
in a hurry, all's he's got ter do is to go up to that
cliff over there an' take a jump. He'li land on
Mexican soil all right, but when he gits there he
won't know it. It's too much of a drop, you see.
Ha! ha! ha!"
The bald-head ed man laughed at his joke, arnl
·
a smile went the rounds, of com·se.
-"I was goin' to tell yer, young feller," the baldheaded man went on, "this pl.ace I've got can't
accommodate no guests. But there's a big shanty
further along which is called a hotel, an' a mighty
good one it is. ¥v brother runs it, an' though
he's in oppo sition to me in the sellin' of drinks,
tobacco, an' sich like, I've always got a good word
for him. You'll find plenty of room there, I
reckon. ,Just tell him th.at Jack Lubin, his broth er, told you to come there. The name of his hotel
.
is the Silver Head."
"Thank you for your information," Young Wild
West answered with a nod. "I hardlv think we'll
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bother ,.bol't i::tooping at the hotel. If we ca•1
find a e:oocl place to camp we'll prefer that, I
think."
"Jest as you like. I was only puttin' in a good
· word for my brother, that's all. But cati't I
serve vou with somethin' in the way of refreshments? I've got drinks that will jest suit the
ladies, an' I've got good old corn whisky for the
others."
"Girls," our hero observed, as he turned- and
nodded his head, "it is rather warm, so I reckon
we can all stand something to drink. This man
seems to be a pretty good sort of fellow, and it
won't be any more than right to patronize him
before we go on further down the hill."
There were plenty of seats in the shade, so the
girls were assisted to dismount and the oroorietor of the public place was not long in serving
tnem with lemonade and cold tea. He brought out
a whisky ·bottle and some glasses, too, but it was
declined.
Chevenne Charlie occasionally took
something strong to drink, but Young Wild West
and Jim Dart never did. Jack Lubin, as he called
himself, was a little surprised at this, and as he
piclted up the bottle of liquor to carry it back, he
said:
"Somewhat surorisin'. You two boys look as
though you might be old enough ter ~ke a little
drop of tanglefoot now an' then, an' the big feller
sartinly looks as though he knows the taste of

a"

.

"That's all right, boss," Chevenne Charlie answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "I know
the taste of the stuff all right, but jest now I
don't feel like takin' any of it. I don't want to
be the· only one in the party to take a drink of
tanglefoot, you know."
"Me likee lillee dlink of 'tanglefoot, so be," a
voice piped from behind a corner of the building,
and then Hoo Wah, who was generally known as
Young Wild West's clever Chinee, stepped forward, smiling blandly.
"You don't git ·none unless somebody sa ys you
kin have it, heathen," Lubin declared.
"Misler Wild," and Hop turned to our hero,
JJleadingly, at the same time laying his hands
upon the oit of his stomach, "me ,rottee vell y
muchee pain, so be. Me likee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"Go ahead and take it, then, Hop," was the
reply. "But don't lie ·about it. You have no more
pain than I have."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and without saying
anything further the Chinaman stepped forward,
and before the tavernkeeper was aware of it he
had taken the bottle from his hand.
"Here, hold on!" Lubin exclaimed, angrily.
"What are you tryin' ter do?"
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply, and then
the bottle was tilted and Hop took a couple of
good swallows from it.
"That's what I call rank impudence," Lubin declared, his eye flashing. "Who do yer s'?ose
wants to drink that whisky now, after a Chmee
bns had his mouth to it."
"Givee me um cork, so be," Hop said, stepping
eut of the way as the man reached for the bottle.
•Me pay for um tanglefoot."
"Oh, that's different, then," and Lubin hastened to get the cork, which he handed to him.
The Chinaman lost no time in paying hi_m the

price he demanded . and then he 'caused the bottle
to disappear so suddenlv that no one knew exactly what had become of it, not eve]l our friends,
though they were perfectly aware of the f ,a ct that
Hop Wah was a clever sleight-of-hand performer.
"What did you do with the bottle, heathen ?'l
Lubin asked, looking at him in astonishment.
"Lat allee light. Me findee when me wantee,
so be."
The party lingered there for perhaps fifteen
minutes, and as they wet·e ready to leave, Young
Wil<l West turned to the proprietor and said:
"It seems mighty quiet around here just now.
Everybodv is asleep, I reckon."
"Right here it is mightv quiet, an' I s 'pose it
ain't verv lively yet down in the holler. But iest
wait till night comes. Then things will start up.
It ain't much sleep that a stranger kin git in
Jump-off Camp. Even though they work putty
hard all day long, the men seem to keep up all
night. They drink plenty of tanglefoot an' gamble, an' shoot between times."
"Plenty of shooting, eh?"
"Yes, sometimes it's for fun an' sometimes it's
for fair. There's a feller named Pete Castro here
what's e:ot a putty good job at the smelter. He
claims to ne the champion shooter. They call him
the Mexican deadshot."
"What do you think about that, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, turning to our hero, a grin
on his face.
"Well, it's not surprising, Charlie," was the
quick reply.
"No, of course it ain't. But every time I hear
of a deadshot bein' around -it always makes me
smile."
"Never mind about that."
"I can't helo sa yin' it," the scout went on, shaking his head. "But any one a s calls himself a
deadshot is mighty apt to change it after he has
tackled you once."
"You look as though you might be putty quick
with a gun, young feller.'' Jack Lubin s poke up,
as he g-azed admiring-ly at the athletic form of
the bo:ii.
"Well, I can shoot pretty well, my friend."
"Don't you know who he is?" the scout asked,
rather shar plv, as he looked the tavern-keeper
straight in the eyes.
" No, I don't," was the repl y. "Who is he?"
"Why, he's Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot."
"Git out! You don't mean it!"
"Yes, I do mean it. Maybe you have heard of
him. "
"Heard of Young _Wild West? Well, I reckon
I have. I've often thoug-ht I'd like to see him,
too. But say, if he's Young- Wild West most likeIv he'll have some trouble with the Mexican deadshot, 'cause he's often said that he would like to
meet Young- Wild West an' shoot it out with
him."
"He'll J?"it all he wants of that kind of business,
an' you kin bet on that," Cheyenne Charlie declared.
But our hero did not pay any further attention
to what they were saying. He walked over and
assisted his s weetheart to mount her horse, an<l
then he quickly g-ot upon the back or the sorrel
stallion.
"We'll see you later, Mr. Lubin," he called out.
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pleasantlv. "I hope we'll find it pretty lively -to- led into what was called the hotel part of the
building. As soon as our hero saw that the
nil!'ht down the hill."
"You'll find it livelv enoul?h an' no mistake," · girls were all right, he nodded to his partners
was the reply. "Jump-off Camp is a red-hot and then taking the horses they went around to
the rear where there was a place to put them
place."
Lubin watched them as they rode on down the up. Dan Lubin called to a Mexican 1-> help. them.
hill to the collection of shanties and tents. It was and the fellow lazilv moved along- after them. In
less than a quarter of a mile. and he could see a few minutes the 'h orses were put away and the
lainly. But none of our friends paid anv further camping outfit and supplies locked in the barn,
attention to him. They went alonl!.' over-the dusty so thev would 'be safe until our friends left the
trail, and .reachinl!.' the foot of the hill found place. Then Young Wild West and his two partthemselves ril!.'ht in the camp. There were two ners wended their way to the barroom of the
pretty bill.' buildinl!.'s tliere. One w.as the hotel and hotel. One of the first things tlJ.ey took notice
the other a l!.'eneral store. The smelter lay above of when they got inside was a bill.' placard which
·
at a distance of a quarter of a mile and loomed bore the following- •inscription:
up rather larg-ely. Sm.oke was pouring- from the
\
$1,000 REW ARD!
two stacks there, and the noise made by a bigcrusher drowned all other sounds. Only half a
The above sum will be paid for · the bandit
dozen Mexic_a ns -could be seen, and thev were
hanl!.'in.it about the porch of the hotel. They did known as Greaser Mike. dead or alive. Sii:med:
not appear g-reatly interested whep the pic- Samuel Miller, Dave Pitcher, Manuel V~ljeo,
turesque party rode up, but probably they were Committee. -...
too lazy to g·et up from their seats. However,
"That's Pretty good, boys," Younl!.' Wild West
a man quickly _appeared at the door, holding a_ said when he had read the placard. "A thousand
newspaper in his hand, which he had, no doubt, dollars reward is offered for a bandit, eh? Well,
been reading:.
I reckon we mav be able to find something- to
"Hello!" Younl!.' Wild West called out, as he keep us around the thousand dollars. but I would
broul!.'ht his horse to a halt. "Is your name Lu- like to have the honor of catching the bandit.
,
bin?"
What has he been doing, I wonder?"
"You have g·ot it right, kid. That's my name.
"What's. that, young feller?" the hotel keener
I'm Dan Lubin, an' I'm the owner oJ the Silver _ asked,
lookinl!' at the boy curiously. "You have
Head Hotel."
. ·
eh?"
"I thoul!.'ht so. Your brother spoke about you. got an idea of earnin' that reward,_
"Yes, though you iust heard me sav r didn't
·
We met him at ' the top of the hill."
"Oh, you stopped to see Jack, eh? I s'pose he care so much about the thousand dollars."
sen~you here, 'cause he can't take in traveler,;.
"You want the honor of ketchin' Gredser Mike,
·
He ain't J!.'Ot no room. But I've got plenty of then?"
mom here, .an' I'll J!.'Uarantee to satisfy you in _ "That's just what I do, Mr. Lubin." ,
everv way."
"It sounds funny, to hear a boy talk that way.
"What do you think about it, E 't ?" the young Why, don't you know that he's the slickest greas.deadshot asked, in a low tone of voice as he er that's ever been in these here mountains? A
turned to his sweetheart. "There doesn't seem mighty bad one, too. He's everything from a Pickto me any very good place near here to pitch our pocket to a land pirate. an' he's accused of more
camp, and this b1,1ilding is quite new and no doubt crimes than you could count on your finl!.'er·s an'
is fitted up in a rather comfortable way. Suppose toes. Ketch Greaser Mike, eh? Well, I reckon
we put up here until to-morrow."
you would sartirrly put a feather in your hat if
"Suit yourself, Wild. You know I am always you was ter do it."
satisfied with anythinl!.' you do."
"He'll put the feather in his hat, then, an' don't
"How about it, boys?" and the young deadshot you forgit it," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "I
turned to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
reckon you're jest like your brother. You don't
"Jest as you say, Wild. There ain't no g-ood know who this boy is."
place around here to put up the tent. It's a
Then it was that the hotelkeeper gave a· start
mighty rough-lookin' place, I should say," the and
looked searchingly. at all three of them.
.,,
scout answered.
he said, suddenly, "I think I know you.
"Say,"
"All ril!'ht, then, we'll stop here~"
be that it's Young Wild West an' his
They boy now dismounted, and afteI' assisting It can't
what's come here to take a hand in runhis sweetheart to do likewise, he stepped to the pards
his gang!"
door that led to the barroom before which the nin' down Greaser Mike an'
"We didn't come here for that purpose at all.
proprietor was standing and said:
"Well, Mr. Lubin, I reckon we'll stop here un- Mr. Lubin," Young Wild West answered, in his
til to-morrow. If you will just find some one to cool and easy way. "We never knew there was
conduct the ladies to some place where they can such a place here, and struck it by mere accident.
wash the dust from 'them I'll be much obliged to V>le are on our way to Texas, and we came down
a little closer to the old Mexico line this time.
,
you."
"My wife will do that, r reckon. That's what I am gfad we did so now, for I think we will
she's here for. She always looks after anything- have a chance to stir up some excitement."
in the calico line tliat comes along. We don't have
"Have a chance to stir up some excitement, eh?
a great many, that's sure, but now an' then some Well, I reckon it don't take you folks long to stir
come, an' they're always taken care of."
· up excitement, not in these parts. There's plenty
He hurried inside and called to his wife, who of that here all the time. Between the fightin'
was -not long in appearing at another door, which an' roul!.'h ways of the men here. an' Greaser

,.
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Mike's <loin's. there's something on hand all the
time. But it's onlv nights when you hear much . CHAPTER IL-The Mexican Deadshot Makes a
.about it. In the daytime it's a s i:;t ;ll as a mouse
Mistake.
around here. But you're Young Wild West, eh?"
"That's who I am, Mr. Lubin."
The words that came from the lins of the Mexi"Shake ha1tds." said the hotel proorietor. "I can deadshot were rather unexpected, and Younoreckon there'll be a little more excitement than 'Wild West looked at hini in surprise. But it "'";
usual to-night, 'cause when the bQys find out onlv for a moment. Then the boy turned aside
you're here they'll git warmed up to the highest and aopeared to not notice him any further. Bnt
pitch. Most of 'em will take a big likin' to you, - Cheyenne Charlie had been nettled not a little,
~
but there's some as will be jest the other way. . and he promptly took it up.
"See here, you sneakin' coyote!?' he exclaimed,
We've got men here what ain't none of the best
in the w.ay of character an' sich like. There's his eyes flashing. "You ·act jest a s though you
thieves, an' bad ones, to be found in every mi"lin' would be doin' anybod y .a great honor 'to shake
camp·, I s'pose, so it ain't nothin' strange that hands with 'em. I don't think you would, an' I
we've got 'em nere. But here comes some of wouldn 't shake hands with you under any consid·
the boys now. The Mexican Deadshot is with eration."
''You want to make trouble, senor?" Castro
'em, too. Most likely he'll be mighty anxious
asked, angrily.
to git acquainted with you, Young Wild West."
"I don't know as I want to make trouble but
A powerful-looking Mexican who wa attired
in one of the fancy costumes so much loved by I reckon I'll be on hand if any comes .along. 'Jest
those of his race who could afford to own them Sl)eak out what you're goin' te1· do about it an'
soon settle it. . That's the kind of a
was seen approaching with two rough-looking· then we'll
·
Americans, who were evidently foremen at the hairpin I am."
"Hold on, gents!" spoke up Dan Lubin, the
big smelting works. Wild paid no particular
attention to them, but proceeded to make ar- h.otelk~eper. "There ain't n:o need of h;ivin' a row
rangements for stopping over until the following here, cause everybody seems to be wantin' . to
day. He found how much it was going to cost ketch Greaser Mike, .an' that means we oughter
ar.d p-romptly paid the landlord, who thanked him jine hands an' git at it without quarrelin' among
warmly as he received the money. But Ch.arlie ourselves."
"That's all right, Dan," the man who had
aI)d Jim were sizing up the three men who were
approaching, and it did not take them more than tossed the quid of tobacco to the ceiling ana few seconds to put them down as being pretty swered, somewhat tartly. "But it ain't Pete what's
tough characters. The Mexican might have been tryin' to Pick .a row. He answered the kid all
called a handsome man, but there was a peculiar rii;ht. He said he didn't want to shake hands
gleam in his eyes which would have been apt to · with him unless Young Wild West could beat
niake the close observer feel that he was treach- him shootin'. What's wrong about that?"
"Maybe there ain't nothin' wrong about it
erous. •The two men with him were rough-look'
ing and scarred, and apparentlv of the very ig- Rocky, but you might take it for an insult.''
"If any one wants ter take it for an insult let
norant type. The three came swaggering into the
barroom, which was low-ceilinged and rather 'em go .ahead an' do it, then."
This last was a little too much for Wild to
crude in appearance. They all looked keenly at
our three friends, and then one of the tough- stand. Stepping over to the sneaker quickly he
looking men took a quid of tobacco from his placed his finger within an inch of his nose· and
mouth and throwing it to the ceiling where it said:
"You take my advice and keep your tong-ue bestuck, he called out:
what
"Put · out the drinks, Dan! We got off a little tween your teeth. You showed prettyanwell
who will
when you enter ed. Anv m
early this afternoon. 'cause we've got some busi- you were
a quid of
ness on hand to-night. We're goin' to hunt for c0me into a public pl a ce and ·tossdon't
Greaser Mike. .Pete has offered to lead us , an' tobacco to the ceiling like you did thinkamount
you're
he knows more about the hidin'-places in these to a great deal. Probably you mav
out vou'll
hne parts than any one else around. I reckon a very bad man, but if vou don't look
out th.at you don't amount to anything.
when the Mexican deadshot !!:its hot on the trail find,
You re nothm but a big bluff, and if you sa y two
of Greaser Mike somethin' will happen."
more wo.r ds I'll make you get down on the floor
"I reckon so," Lubin answered, quickly. "But and eat dirt."
here
be
to
happens
s
a
there's another deadshot
The boy's voice was clear and distinct, and his
right at this minute. Here's Young Wild West. words could be heard outside as well as Inside the
You fellers have all heard of him, I know."
room. The Mexican and his two companions were
Instantly the eyes of the three turned upon a stounded, and the fellow Wild was talking to
opened wide his eves and gave a gasp as the
our hero, who was leanin!! ag·ainst the bar and
finger was drawn away and the young deadshot
looking at them in an indifferent . sort of way.
"What you say, Dan?" the Mexican d adshot stepped back.
"Pete," he said when he had r1!covered the use
answered, as he gave a violent start. "Young
Wild West, de Champion Deadshot? You mean of his voice, "did ypu hear what tli.e kid said?
He's il:oin' to make me git down on the floor an'
dat ?"
eat dirt if I don't keep still."
"That's just what I mean. Shake hands with
"Caramba !" exclaimed the Mexican deadshot
nim.''
frowning darkly. "Young Wild West verr; much
"No. I no shake hanrls with Young Wild West fresh. He want to make trouble."
unless he beat me shootin'."
"You're mistaken there, senor," Wild said,
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speaking as coolly as though there was not the
lea t cause to be angry. "It's you fellows who
are trying to make troubie. 1 don't mean to Jet
you make it if I can help it. - Now, see here.
You think you're something irreat on the shoot,
so I'll go outs:ide with you and we'll shoot it out.
I believe vou said you wouldn't shake hands with
me unless I beat you shooting. I'll tell you now
that you won't shake hands with me at all, though
I am certainly going to beat you shooting. I'm
ready to do it in any way you want. We'll ko
out there and shoot at each other or shoot at a
rnark, just as you say. Now speak out and say
which it is to be."
"We shoot at each other, Young- Wild West."
came the quick reply, for Pete Castro had entirely lost his temper now.
"All right. Come right on outside. We'll walk
ten p<>ces away from each other and then turn
and fire. Come on. Don't crawl now, for if you
do I'll start to cut your hair by a few bullets.
You set things going· and they have got to be
finii;;hed, and that's all there is to it."
.The boy quickly walked outside, and one of the
men with the Mexican went after him. Charlie
and Jim remained where -they were. for th~y
wanted to see the Mexican deadshot go outside
before they did. Doth were keeping an eye on
him. though they did not fear that he might get
a quick shot in that would drop Wild, since the
boy was on the watch for him. Castro looked
around the r-oom as _though he was expecting
some one to offer a img-g-estion. But there was
no one there to do such a thing, so he finally
turned to the man who yet remained and who
had been called Rocky, and said:
"Me g-ot to fight."
"That's rig-ht, you have got te:i: fig-ht or crawl,
I s'pose, Pete," was the reply.
"Me no crawl, Me da Mexican deadshot. Shoot
verra quick and verra straight."
"Go on out, thep. We'll see that 1ou git fair
play."
But the deadshot hesitated about going out.
Evidently he did not feel that it would be quite
safe for him to do so.
"Maybe we shoot da tar-get," he said, after a
short silence.
'
"But s'pose Young Wild We t don't want it
that way. You took him up_ at , what he said,
so go out an' plug him with a bullet."
"No. Me no want to kill da boy. He verra
much too good for dat. Me •shoot at da targ<!t
with Young Wild Wet."
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, derisively. "The sneakin' coyote is tremblin' in his
boots, Jim. I knowed he didn't have sand enough
in him ter go outside there an' shoot it out with
Wild. Why, he wouldn't have lasted long enough
ter shoot twice. Let's git hold of him an' chu.::!,
him out,anyhow."
"
"No, Charlie." Dart answered, 1,haking hi,
. head. "There is no need of doing that. I recko 1
Wild is willing to do anything."
"You have got that just right, J im," came from
the outside, and then the young dead shot stepped
to the door. "Come on out,. Pete Castro.• If VC\U
are afraid to shoot at me and g-ive me a chance
to shoot at you at the same time, we'll have it
out in some other way. I want to see if I have
vermission to shake hands wtih vou or not. but,
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as I' told you, I don't expect to shake hands with
you, no matter what happens. I don't consider
you are worth shaking hands with, in fact. You're
a big bluff, just the same as the man standing
there with you. He ought to be ashamed of
himself to act the way· he has. • When I get
tlu-oul!'h with you I'll try and give him aJi?sson or
two that will improve him a whole Jot, I think."
"You can't give me no lesson, Young Wild
West," Rocky answered. defiantly. "I ain't the
kind of a hairpin as takes lessons from nobody.
I'm mv own teacher in ijVerything. an' I've managed to git through the world for about thirtyfive years now."
Dan Lubin was listening to all this with an expression of admiration on his face. But the admiration was for Young Wild West alone, as
might be supposed. Of course, a little of it may
have been for the boy's partners, but as far as
the Mexican deadshot and h~ two pards were
concerned it was quite evidelft that he thought
little or nothing of them. He now came from
behind the bar and walked outside.
"Got an empty bottle handy, Mr. Lubin?" Wild
asked, as he smiled at the man.
"I rec!{on L-have," was the reply.
"Just fetch it out, tlien, will ,,ou ?. We'll make
a target of it."
"Right yer are. I'll have o·ne in a jiffy."
He went back into the barroom and soon came
out with im empty quart bottle:
"My friend," Wild said , as he took it from
him, at the same time nodding to the man who
had followed him outside_,-"you .just stand over by
that tree and place this on your head, will you?"
"Not much I won't," was the quick reply: "I
ain't goin' ter take the chances of gittin' cut with
a piece of glass, even if the bullet 'missed me.
You'll have ter git some one else, kid."
"All right; if you don't want to put it on your
head you can stand over there and hold the bottle so the bullets will hit the tree, then. You'll
do that all right, won't you? You can hold it
out at arm's length, you know."
"I won't hold it at· all."
"Yes, you will. You'll hold it because I ask
you to."
· "I will, eh? I reckon you ain't bossin' me."
"i certainly am going to boss you in this case.
You take this bottle and step over bv that tree
and hold it out at arm's length. Hold it so that
in case it is hit by a bullet the bullet will go into
the tree. Do as I say."
•
"Rocky," the man said, turning to the other
rascal who had come in with the Mexican deadshot, "what do you think of that?"
"I ain't P'Ot nothin' to say," was the reply.
"But you're a fool if you do as he tells you."
"You mean he's a fool if he don't do it," Jim
Dart spoke up, his eyes flashing. "When Young
Wild West tells a man to do a thing he gener-ally has to do it."
"Well, Lavender Jack won't do it, anyhow."
"Lavender Jack, eh?" our hero spoke up, with
a laugh. "Quite a high:sounding name, I should
say. But I reckon he'll do it all right."
Then, as quick as a flash the boy whipped a
revolver from the holster and turned it straight
toward the man's heart.
'·Come, Lavender," he said, with a smile,
"you're going to hold that bottle, i am su•:e."
..Jo
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"I don't want ter hold it," was the reply, while
the man turned pale. "Put it on that oost over
there. That's good enough."
"No, I don't want to do that. I want you to
hold it."
"But I don't want to . hold it."
"That .makes no difference. You step over to
that tree and hold the bottle out as I tell you.
I'll 11:uarantee that vou won't get hurt a particle.
I want to see the Mexican .deadshot take a chance
at it first. You surely are not afraid to let him
shoot at the bottle?" •
"No, I ain't afraid ter let Pete shoot at it. Is
that what you want me ter do?" and the man
acted as though it was entirely different from
what he had expected.
"Yes, that's what I want you to do. I want
you to keep the bottle moving up and down, too,
understand?"
"How is he goin' to hit it if I do that?"
"I don't know t at. He'll have to settle that
part of it."
.
The boy kept the revolver pointed at him while
he was talking, and it had the effect of causing
1;.he man fo give in. He took the bottle and started for the tree, Wild going along with him and
never once turning the revolver in any other direction. When they got to the tree, which was
probably thirty feet from the barroom door, the
boy took Lavender Jack by the shoulders and
placed him in pasition.
"Now, then," he said, "keep the bottle moving
up and down slowly. "It is far enough away
from you to prevent v-0u .from being hit if a miss
is made. Of course, you mil?ht get a bullet
through the wrist or have one of your fingers
shot off, but that won't amount to 2.nything, for
it wouldn't kill you."
The rascal winced at this, but made no reply.
Rocky and Castro were standing close tog-ether,
and occasionally they exchanged words in a whisper. But Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were
very near them, and there was no danger of anything happening. Wild now came back, keeping
his revolver in his hand and swinging it back and
forth as he walked.
"Pete," he said, in a familiar way to the Mexican deadshot, "let me see you hit that bottle."
"Caramba!" hissed the 1?reaser, as he looked
daggers at the boy. "What you want me try?"
"I want you to try and hit the bottle, just as I
told you."
'·Jack ,£0 hold it still."
"I don't want him to. If he holds it still I'll
take a shot at him and make him move it rather
lively."
Lavender Jack started moving the bottle up
and down, rather slowly, and he kept right at it,
• his face very pale, for he had fully realized by
this time that he had better do as Young Wild
West told him to.
"Hurry u ·1 and shoot or the man will get tired,"
Wild said, addressing the so-called deadshot.
"Go on, Pete. You kin hit it, an' you won't
hurt Lavender a bit," advised Rocky.
B.v this time a dozen or more loafing ~reasers
had irathererl about, and they looked on with considerable anxiety. The Mexican deadshot stepped
a coupie Df feet from the target and then drew
a long-barreled 1·evolver. Slowly he raised it un· til he had it on a line with the moving bottle.

CracK ! He fired quicKly, and the bullet hit the
tree, missing the bottle probably by an inch.
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie. u proariously. '.'You're a putty shot, you are. Talkin' about bein' able to beat the Champion Dead shot of the West, eh ? You had better go an' set
down in some dark room an' shoot at the floor."
So enraged was the Mexican at this that he
turned and half-pointed the weapon at the scout.
But Jim Dart had him covered in a twinkling.
' "None of that, my friend," came the command.
"Don't take a notion to shoot any one here, for
if you do you'll go down."
. "Me no s oot. Me miss da bottle 'cause Jack
make it move too much."
"Keep it going, Lavender," Wild called out just
then. "I am going to take a chance now.''.
It was really remarkable to see the man standing by the tree and keeping the bottle going at
about the same motion. He had not let up one
bit since the start, and no doubt he was getting
tired. But Wild. did not intend to keep him going
at it much lone:er. He quickly raised his revolver
until it pointed straight into the air, and then
bringing it down quickly , pulled the trigger.
Crack! As the report rang out the bottle was
smashed into fragments. "That will do, Lavender Jack," he called out.
"I know you don't like that sort of business, so
I'll let up on you n.ow."
The man ran forward , holding the neck of the
bottle in his hand, the jagged points sticking out
from it.
· "Hooray!" yelled the proprietor of the hotel,
clapping his hands. "That's what I call mighty
'tall shootin'. Pete Castro, I reckon you have
found more than your match this time."
"Maybe da boy shoot dat way plenty times,".
was the rather cool reply . . ''Me no shoot dat
way. We · try three, four times and den me hit
<la bottle, too. But me show Young Wild West
to-morrow oat he not de Champion Deadshot."
"Why don't you show me now?" Wild asked,
mockingly.
.
"Me wait."
"All right. Are YOU willing to shake hands
with me now?"
"Yes, me shake hands."
"No, you won't, for I am not willing. I don't
like you and I want you to know it. Now go on
about your business."
"Me buy de drinks. Come, boys," and Castro
turned to his two companions and then went inside the barroom.
Not wishing to have any further trouble jus t
then, Wild turned and went over to the other
door, followed by his two partners. Thev all
. went inside, leaving the barroom to the three villains. Pete Castro, the Mexican deadshot, and
his two cronies, Rocky and Lavender Jack, seemed
to be quite relieved when Young Wild M'est an<l
his partners did not follow them into the hotel
barroom. Three or four Mexicans ventured inside, no doubt expecting to bl~ treated. They
seemed to regard the deadshot and his pards as
persons above the ordinary, and one of them took
pains to declare that he thought Castro had not
had a fair deal. This was quite enough to interest Pete right awiy, and the result was th<1,t
he asked the greasers to drink with him.
A horseman now rode up to the door and, dis-
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m<'1mt i11ir. came hurriedlv inside. He was cov- before any one was aware of what he int' nrled to
er-ed wit h dust a nd a ppeared to be much fati,rned. do. Up came half a dozen horsemen, r iding at
He was a Mexican, too . a nd was slightly taller top speed.
" Where did that feller go?" one of them s'houta,
t han the !!'eneral run of t hem and rather handsome. The ca r eless way he h ad -about him was ed, as he almost forced his horse inside the bar,,
bound to create an impression, thoug-h he did not room.
"He jest rode around the corner t?ward · the
seE:,..... t o ta!<e any notice of who wa s there at all.
"S,me whisky. senor." he said. speaking very stable, an' he was goin' like the wind ." the landg ood EnP-lish in a voice that -was rather pleasing lord exclaimed, quickly .• •
"He did, eh? Well, that feller is Greaser Mike,
t o the en.
The pro prietor promptly waited upon t he cus- the bandit!"
t omer, who, after payin,r fo r what he got, wen t
to a table and sat down. Then, for the first
CHAPTER_III.-Wild Suspects Castro.
time, he began eyeing those in the room. Finally
he nodded to Lubin and said :·
Consternation seized those in t he hotel barroom
"G:Ye me a pack of card and I'll s]1ow you
when they heard the horseman declare that the
something you never saw be-fore."
•,
"All right, senor.'' was the repl y,, and a new man who had just left was Greaser )'!:ike, the
bandit leader. As the horseman turned to ride
deck 0f cards was quickly tosse.d to him.
The stranger Tipped the covering fro m t he pack in the direction the fellow had taken. H , p darted
and t hen quicklv shuffled them. Having done for the other part of the house. He chi not stop
t his, he nlaced the cards u pon t he t able and drew tc knock at the door at all, _but threw it open
a purse from his pocket. Select ing a gold-piece and was glad to find Young Wild West and his
from it J,e olacecl it on the bar and with a smile friends in the cozy sitting-room.
"Misler Wild," he exclaimed, "comee velly
exclaimed :
''I'll wa!!'er that much money t hat I can draw muchee quickee!"
"What's the matter, Hop?" the young deadfr om the pack an:v card that is named."
Rock y and Lavender J ack looked at each other shot a sked, a s he sprang to his feet and looked
at the Chinaman in surprise.
.
and winked .
"A card-sharn," . the latter said, in a w hisper.
"Um boss tellee you. Me no undelstandee: Al"Don't bother with him."
lee samee bandit lide away and um Melican men
"Not much I won't," was the reply.
wan tee ketchee."
But the Mexican deadshot was not going to let
That was enough. Our hero and his partners
quickly_ left the room. · They found the hotelkeepa chance like t hat slip bv.
"What you sa y. srnor?" he asked, as he stepped er alone in front of the barroom door. for the
up and looked at the !!'old coin, which wa s a t en- rest had run in the direction the horseman had
dt,1Jar g old-piece. "You bet t en dollars <lat you taken.
take any car d from da pa ck I say? "
"What's up, Mr. Lubin?" Wild asked, in his
'' Yes. senor," was the cool r eply.
cool and easy way.
"All r:ght, I bet you."
"Everything!" exclaimed Lubin. "A feller come
He ouicklv covered the m oney, and t hen, with a here a little while ago an' after he got a drink he
n od of the head . said :
started · ter fool with a. pack of cards. He won
"Show me ·<la queen of hear ts."
ten doUars from Pete Castro, but gave it back to
"I'll do that rig-ht away," and then the card- him 'cause it wasn't a square deal. Then he got
sharp, for such he undoubtedlv was, quickly turn- everybody in good humor an' was goin' to treat.
ed the cards and began looking them over. ·
But afore he could do so we hea1·d horses comin',
He quickly found the queen of hearts and"threw an' t hen he lit out an' got on his horse an' went
i : out. •
around back of 'the· hotel as fast as his nag could
"Thel'e you a re,. senor," he said, with a la ugh, gallop. The horsemen come up an' they proved
and seizing the money, pocketed It and arose from to be some of the vigilantes what's been out lookin' for Greaser Mike. They :i,sked where the
the table.
"Swindled, by jingo!" exclaimed Lubin. "But stranger was, an' one of 'em said he was Greaser
be done what he said, boys. H e didn't say he Mike. That's all I know. The whole gang went
w ouid take out ,the card without lookin' at it out pell-mell, then. Rather surprisin'. ain't it,
t hat Greaser Mike would come right here an' take
first . that's sar t in."
"That's so, but that _kind o.f game don't wor k it so easy in my place?"
here," Lavender J ack declared. "Pete, don't you
"Nothing so verv surprising, Mr. Lubin. Such
fe llows a s he generally do things that way. Problet him keep that money."
"I no let him keep cla money, J ack," and t he ably he thinks he's .invincible, and that gives him
Mexican deadshot quickly pulled a g·un and point- the ner ve to do daring things. Probably he didn't
. :kn ow th e vigilantes · were so close behind him."
ed it at the str anger.
·
"Oh , senor, if you can't take a joke, all r ight,"
As coolly as though nothing had happened the
and so saying the fellow quickly pulled out the • young deadshot went out upon the porch and sat
m oney and placed the ten dollars on the tab.le.
down. Charlie and Jim followed him, and they
There was an air about him t hat quickly ap- rema ined t here until six o'clock, when the whistle
-peased the wr ath of t hose present, and when he at t he smelter blew and the workmen began coma sked them a ll to drink with him they took . it ing from , the plant. The supper bell rang this
good-natu redl y. But before the drluks could be time, and the y all went inside and sat down at
served the clatter of hoofs sounded outside, and the big table in the dining--room. Tae landlord
the strang er g ave a violent start and quickly 1·an came in and introduced them all to )"bung Wild
out to h is horse. Mounting, he rode awa y almost •Nest and hiR friends. and auite a ccnver;sation
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sprang up. But the main topic was the appearance of the bandit leader at the hotel, as might
be supposed. The superintendent, whose name
was Morrison, sho.ok his head and declared that
unless Gi-easer · Mike w2s apprehended very soon
he would be robbing people right in the mining
camp.
"Any one who would dare to ventm:e here when
·so many knows him by sight is cerfainly a man
to be feared," he declare<!,
"Oh, he isn't any worse than any other bandit,
I reckon," our hero answered, with a smile. "He
has been in a streak of good luck so long- that he
• is growing a little careless. That will be his
undoing·, see if it don't."
"Young Wild West says ,he's · goin' to ketch
him, Mr. Morrison," the landlord spoke up.
"I hope he does. I am willing to add five hundred dollars to the reward for any one who will
catch him. He robbed a nephew of mine only
last week and gave him a good beating besides.
It's been going along for several months now.
Every week or two we hear of some one being
held up along the trail. Pete Castro told me
that he knew Greaser Mike and that he expected,
in the course of a few da ys, to find out wheJ:e
his hiding-place is. He says--"
"Hold on a minute, Mr. Morrison," our hero
said. "You say that the fellow who calls himself
the Mexican deadshot is acquainted with the bandit leader?"
"Why, yes, that's what Pete said."
"That seems rather strange. Mr. Lubin told me
a little while ago that the stranger fleeced Castro
out of ten dollars, but gave it back to him. If
Castro knew him why didn't he pounce upon him
right away and make .him a prisoner?" '
"That's so, Morrison;'' Lubin s poke up, ·shakin/:!.'
his head. "I'm sartin that Pete didn't know him
from a side of .sole leather. He took him to be
a stranger, just the same as the rest of us did."
The conversation contiriued on in this strain
for a while, and at length the supper was over
with: Arietta su~irnsted that they take a walk
over to the store, so Anna and Eloise were not
long· in getting ready to follow her outside. This
left Young Wild West and his partners to themselves for a while, and there being nothing else
to do, they turned and went to the 'barroom of the
hotel. Morrison, the superintendent, came in right
after them, and he quickly joined them, saying,
as he did so:
"We11 soon find out something- about what we
were talking about, Young Wild West. Pete Castro onlv went a short distance after the vigilantes.
I have heard, and he is quite likely to be here a:
any moment now."
"Good!" our hero answered, with a nod of · the
head. "You just question 'him pretty closely, will
you?"
"Well," said Morrison, "I can'.t say 1 greatlv
admire the company Castro keeps. But I have .
found him to be a very good man. He uses good
judgment as a foreman, and that suits me just
right. Rocky and the man called Lavender Jack
are good workers, too, but they are what might
be termed degenerates, I .suppose. They are ver y
rough and uncouth i., their ways. It is deplor·
able that such men exist, for surelv thev could
have educated themselves to better things if they_
had tried ..

"We meet such fellows almost every day, Mr.
Morrison," Wild answered, lauirhing lightly. ''I
hardly think many of them would want to be any
different if they could. Hello! Here comes the
Mexican deadshot now."
Sure enough, Castro was seen entering the barroom just then, and close behind him came • his
two pards, just as if they felt it their duty to
stick close at his heels.
"Come here. Castro," the superintendent called
out, beckoning to the men.
"Yes, senor," was the quick reply, and the
next moment he was standing- before his boss,
bowing politely.
"Castro," Mo·rrison said, looking at him sharply, "I believe you told me vou knew Greaser Mike
when you saw him."
"Yes, senor, I see ·him lots of times, and I
would be sure to remember him if I see him
again."
"That is strange. They are all talking- about
Greaser 1'4ike being right here in this place less
than an hour ago."
"It no Greaser Mike, Senor Morrison."
"You are sure of that?"
"Yes, senor. I never see the man before."
"Well, that alters the case, then. You are sure
it wasn't the bandit?"
"He may be a bandit, senor, but he no Greaser
Mike," and the deadshot shook his head in a decided way.
"What do you think about it now, Young Wild
West?" and Morrison turned to our hero.
"Well, if it wasn't Greaser Mike, that se.t tles
it. We have no proof that it was. The half -a
dozen men who were after him haven't returned
yet, and just because one of them said it was
Greaser Mike · don't make it a fact."
· "Dat man no Greaser Mike, Young Wild West,"
Castro declared, smiling so he showed his · white
teeth. "Me know da bandit when me see him."
"You may know about .where ;we could find
him."
"I know where I see him two, three times."
· "All rig-ht, you will go with us in the mornin.r?
if the superintendent will let you off a day?"
"I will gladly do that," spoke up Morrison.
"Vena well, Senor Mor rison," spoke up the
Mexican. "Me be verra glad to go with Young
Wild West."
Then Wild turned away, showing that the conversation was at an end as far as he was concerned. The superintendent followed him upon
the porch, where they sat down. Thev remained
there until it was beginning- to get dark, and just
then the clatter of hoofs sounded. A minute later
the men who had been in P]lrsuit of the bandit
rode up, their horses nearly played out from the
effects of the chase. Wild sized the men up as ·
they dismounted, and he came to the conclusion
.rig-ht away that they were all right and anxious
to be of service to those who occupied the mining
camp. He waited until they had gone inside and
refreshed themselves, and then he went in and
was introduced to them by the superintendent.
The ·q uestions he asked them were not many, but
the answers they g-ave convinced him that they
had been upon the right track, and that it really
was the bandit who had come to the hotel and
had .:rone away in such a hurry.
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CHAPTER IV.-Ready to Capture the Bandits.
There was plenty going on that evening at the
hotel. Jump-off Camp proved to be a Iivelv place,
indeed, but Young Wild West and his partners
manaired to keep out of any trouble, since they
did not venture into the barroom again, and no
one interfered with them at all. It ha ppened that
one of the vigilantes had taken a strong likina·
for our friends, and iust before they were about
to retire for the night he came to them, hat in
hand, and asked for an interview. This was granted to him. of course, and he was not long in
telling Wild that his name was O'Rourke, and
that he was bent upon catching the bandit leader
and obtaining the reward.,
"I ain't been makin' very much money since
I've been here at this camp," he declared. "Workin' for eight dollars a day don't let a man like
me g-it very far ahead, an' I've got a wife an'
two children to support. If I could manage to git
hold of Greaser Mike, dead or alive, that thoui:and dollars would come in mivhty handy. I've
heard say that Morri,:on is willin' to give five
hundrE'd dollars more if he's caught. He's got it
in fer them bardits, since they robbed his nephew
of a couple d thousancl <lollars not long- ago. The
bovs have elP.cted me leader of the vigilantes, an'
I',:P been doin' my best to ketch the scoundrels."
"T'rcbably vou had too much outside help,"
\'"ild "uvge~t,,d, looking at him with a smile.
"Hasn 't the Mexican deadshot been assisting you
a lot?"
"He's been tryin' to, or makin' out that he was,
but he's never took us in sight of the bandits yet."
"\ ' ell. Mr. O'Rourke. I am :.;ati~fie<l that he
never will. He is g-oirg out with us to-morrow
morning. and orobablv he may be inclined to give
u~ a better chance. If it should happen that we
catch Greaser Mike 1'11 see to it that you get the
rewa r d. for I will fix it so that vou will be the
one to take the villain. How do1>s that suit you?"
"All right," and the man looked rather puzzled
as he said it.
But he·was one of the sort who was quite willing_ to abide by Wild's decision, and he declared
two or three times that he would not mention a
word of what had been said. Satisfied that he
would not, our hero went to. bed a short time after that. As usual, he slept well, as did his two
partners and the girls, and shortly after daylight in the morning they were up and ready for
business. They had an early breakfast at the
hotel, and when they went outside to get their
horses thev found the Mexican deadshot waiting,
for them. When they had saddled their horses,
Wild and his partners quickly mounted and then
they rode away, with the Mexican, before half the
. population of the town had gone to their daily
toil. Castro led them out upon the trail that
ran from a good-sized town to the mining camp,
and it was not long before they entered a rocky
defile that broke its way between two high cliffs
and went along almost level for two• or three
miles before it made an ascent to the high irround
above. It was not Ion!!' before Ca,:tro brought
his hor!'e do,rn to a walk. an<! when the others
h~d done the !'Same he pointed to a cleft at the
left and said:

9

"Me see Greaser Mike right dere two, three
days ago. He have me covered with da gun. and
he tell me to 11:0 on and not say anything. Maybe me go look and find something. You stay
here till me come back."
"All right," Wild answered, and he shot a
knowing glance at his two partners.
Castro promptly dismounted. and leaving- his
horse in charge of the three, he started glowly
for the cleft, which looked as though it might be
the entrance to a cave. He went around behind
some rocks and was c;uicklv lost to view. Then
our hero quickly slipped from the b~ck of the
horse and, nodding to his partners, said:
"Boys, I am going to follow that fellow. I am
sure he is up to something."
"Look out for him, Wild. He mav lead you
into a trap," Cheyenne Charlie advised.
"No, that isn't his intention, for he thinks 1
will stay here with you two. But I'll find out
what he's up to, and get back ahead of him."
Then the boy. without another word, hastened
to the cleft and quickly entered it. He could
hear the footfalls of the man ahead of him, and
he hastened along, taking care to tread without
making- any sounds. When he had gone probably
, a hundred feet he found himself inside a spacious
cave that wa·s dimly lighted through a fissure
overhead. He paused just then, for he heard the
unmistakable sounds of low voices close at hand.
"Ah!" the boy exclaimed, nodding- his head in a
satisfied way. "I reckon it isn't going to take
very long to catch Greaser Mike, the notorious
bandit. I havf' an idea that I am verv close to
him at this moment."
Turning to the left, he kept close to the rocky
wall and nroceeded on. A minute later he was
peering- -through a crevice in the natural wall of
rock uoon a scene that was nothing if not pleasing to his eyes. Five men were standing directly under an opening- overhead. the light shiningfdl upon them. One was the Mexican deadshot,
and he was talking- and g-estirulntinrr a whole lot,
while the others listened. Wild looked the otherc;
over carefullv, and he quickly picked out one of
them as being the man who was so much sought
~fter. He had a red scar on his nose and a
heavy, black must,'lche and goatee, and his hair
was rather long-. Bu.t it did not take the bov lonoto convince himself that it was a wig that adorn-:_
eel the man's head . and that the' mustache and
goatee miJ?"ht be false. -The mf'n were al! Mexicans, and they were talking- in Spanish. But Wild
understood enough of that language to •learn
quickly that Castra wanted the others to sneak
out ~nd make the three he had brou1<ht with him
prisoners. The boy was in no hurry to leave,
for he knew he would have time enoug-h to get
away when l1P saw Castro start to g-o out-. It
did not take Castro long to convince the b:indit.c;
th;,t it would be proper forthem to take YounoWild WPst and his oartners orisoners, and th"'n
hP. made a move to go outside the bov quicklv
slipned back and was soon hastening on to his
partners. He l?ot 0utside and was upon the back
of his horse whPP Castro annf'ared.
"You found nothinJ?" of course'?" Wild said, as
he made a move to ride on.
"Me find nothing-, Yo'un!1' Wilri West" w::is th!)
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"You know just where they are, then, eh?"
reply. . "But maybe we wait here a little while
O'Rourke said.
and we find something."
"Yes, I saw them there. But I want you to
"No, we won't wait," and so sa vin.1r the bov
urged his horse forward and went away · at a promise me one thing."
"I'll promise you anything, Youn!!' Wild We<:t"
canter, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart following.
"All right, then. I don't mind tellin.1r you that
Castro showed signs of anger at this, but did
not attempt to follow them right away. Our Pete Castro, the Mexican dead shot, is one of th ~
friends pushed OJ'l for nearly a Quarter of a mile bandits him self, or that he is in league with
before they came to a halt, and just then they them."
Then the boy related just what had ha nn en,:,d
heard the clatter of hoofs and soon saw the fellow coming. Then they made out that they were out upon the trail. The vigilantes listened in
desearching for the hiding-place of the bandits, open-mouthed amazement, and one of them the
spending a full hour at it, though Cheyenne Char• . clared that as soon as they had caught
lie more than once told Wild it was foolishness bandits they must lynch Castro.
"I don't want you to do that. boys," Wild said,
to do such a thing. But the bov had laid his
plans. and he would not change them now. Final- raising his finger, warningly. "Maybe you don't
ly Wild told Castro that he had given it up and know that Morrison has Promised to put up a
is
that he thought there was no chance of finding prize for a shooting-mat ch if Greaser Mike
the bandit g-ang around there. He insisted on caught. But imch is the ca!-e, and I want to take
going- back by another way, too, though Castro part in it. Of course, the Mexican Deadshot will
tried to prevail upon them to go by the same way. be one of my opponents. I want to have the satfaBut Wild would not give in to him, so they rode faction of beating him thoroughly before it is
back, takinJ;?" another route, and reached the hotel given out that he is one of the bandits. I After
a little over two hours after having left it. that you can take charge of him. But if were
O'Rourke and his vigilantes were there, as though you I wouldn't lynch any of them. Let thedolaw
in
take its course. That's the way I generally
waiting for them.
matters."
"How did you make out, Young Wild West?" such
After making them all promise him that they
O'Rourke asked, as he ran to meet the boy when
would do exactly as he said, the young deadshot
he dismounted before the hotel.
mounted his sorrel stallion and then set out to
"First-rate," was the reply.
went on down the
"You did, eh ? Did Castro show you anything lead them to the cave.theThey
trail that ran through
hill and soon · struck
that was worth while?"
the defile. When they neared a spot which Wild
"No, he didn't show us anything. But I had marked well in his mind they brought their
think I know just about where the bandits are horses down to a walk and presently all hanrl s
located."
dismounted. Then the boys stepped ·over to the
The Mex;can deadshot smiled when he heard cleft and beckoned the r.est to foll ow him.
this, and O'Rourke did not fail to notice it.
"Mr. O'Rourke," he said, in a whisper, "this is
"See here," he said, in a whisper to our hero, one of the easiest thin!!'s vou have ever taken
"it strikes me that that feller knows more about part in . If those fellows are in thP cave now
them bandits than he cares to tell."
which I am auite ~ure they are, we'll have then~
"Quite likely, Mr. O'Rourke. But don't say a inside of ten minutes. Come on."
word now. You're going to land that reward,
all right. You get your men to.1rether in abnut
half an hour from now and take them up the
hill to the little tavern that's there. Wait for
CHAPTER V.-An Easy Capture.
us and we'll come there and join you. Then we'll
go out and catch the bandits. But don't let any
Young Wild West stepped alon_g- through the
one know what you are up to, not even Morri- passage, fearlessl y, fer he was Quite certain that
son."
the bandits were not expecting a visit just then.
"All right," and though- he seemed somewhat Behind him came his two partners and the vigildoing
'.lpon
bent
puzzled, O'Rourke was evidently
antes, all holding revolvers ready to shoot at an
exactly as our hero told him.
instant's notice. One of the vigilantes stepped
A few minutes later he got his men together up·on a stone and _caused quite a noise, and the
and started up the hill, explaining to those who voung dead shot Quickly came to a halt and shook
asked ouestions that he was going to make an- his hand at him warningl y. After waitinl!' for a
other search before noon and see if he could full minute and heal'.ing nothing that would inmeet the bandit. Wild gave it out at the hotel dicate that the sound had been heard by anv one
that he was going to have another try, too, so within Wild continued on. MoviJ).g alon·g- until he
shortly after he rode away in a direction almost came to a boulder he paused. and then Peering
opposite with Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. around he had the extreme satisfaction of seeing
But as soon as they were out of sight of any one four men taking life easv h the cave. They
in the mining camp they turned and wer e not were the_ same fellows he had seen talking with
long in reaching the little village of adobe houses. the Mein.can deadshot when he had spied upon
They found the vigilantes waiting patiently at them, however, but Wild readily recognized him,
the tavern. and after he had treated them the for all that. The leader of the gang had reyoung deadshot told them that he was readv to moved the mustsiche and goatee. and the red sc~ r
take them to the hiding-place of Greaser Mike w<> ;, m;s!';n,,. fr"TYl his nose. while the black
and his men
was not to be seen. The scar had evidently only
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these he turned to the young deadshot and said:
been marked on his nose with something.
.. What next, Wild?"
he was attired in exactly the same fashion, which
"Tie them up," was the r·eply. "These men will
told plainly that the bandit had not changed his
clothing. The bov was about to turn and $1:0 back help you. I believe they have ropes for the purto fos companions when he heard his name men- pose."
"You kin bet your life we've got ropes, Young
tioned bv one of the villains. He crouched behind the boulder and listened. Though the con- Wild West," O'Rourke, the vigilante leader, exversation was in the Spanish tong·ue, he under- claimed.
"All right," was the reply. "Here's your man.
stood enough of it to know -that the four bandits
were arguing over the wonderful ability Young Now vou can get the reward. I'll turn him over
Wild West was supposed to have at running clown to your care."
"Much obliged to you. But don't think I'm
crooks and outlaws. Our hero could not help
smiling, for it was gratifying to hear his name goin' to _take all the re,.vard. I want you to have '
·
placed so highly, even though those talking about half of 1t, anyway."
"I believe I told you I didn't care ft>r the n,him now were readv to put an end to his existence the moment they got the opportunity to 1o ward, Mr. O'Rourke, so go ahead."
'!'he vigilante leader said no more, but took
so. Having heard enough, Wild moved softly
from the boulder and was not long in rejoining pams to see to it .that the four men were tied
. securely. Theii- ankles were left free so they
his companions.
"Well, boys," he said , in his cool and easy could be easily taken from the ('/!Ve. As 'o•R .
way, and speaking in a very low tone of voice, was about to lead them out, Wild looked at him.
"the same four rascals are there now. Come on. and ·said:
'/Most likely they have horses somewhere. You
We may as well make short work of it. Don't
_give them a _chance to fire a shot, for if they do had better· let some of your men make a sea1·ch
·
somebody mig-ht get hurt. Just let me do the of thecave."
a dozen horses in
half
revealed
search
quick
A
them."
before
appear
we
when
talking
apartment of the bi!! cave. Four of the
Into the cave they went, and when they were anotherwere
saddled. and then the two were led
able to hear the voices of those inside they be- . horses
wit~ them. The prisoners, now qu;te meek
came rather excited and gripped their revolvers outside
not a httle frightened, did not ob.iect to walktightly. Wild warned them to keep cool, and they ~nd along.
and once out upon the trail thev were
managed to obev him pretty well. When they mg
to put their feet in the stirrups
had gone as far as they possibly could without easil_v induced·
to mount. Once uuon the backs
being observed by the bandits, Wild motioned for and be assistedO'Rourke
saw to it that thev were
h.Qrses.
the
of
stepped
he
then
and
ready,
be
to
those with him
off and run away.
slip
not
could
thev
ii0
tie,?
boldwalked
and
lightly from behind the boulder
~ell, boys, what do you think of this piece of
ly toward the four men who were sitting and ly- .
Wild West said. as he
ing upon the g-rouncl but a few feet away. One busmess .. anyhow?" Young
the back of Spitfire. "I reckof them saw him almost the moment he stepped swun11: hi_mself upon
of the easiest captures we have
from behind the rock, and with a startled cry on this 1s one surprises
me to think that so many
ever made. It
he sprang to his feet.
·
m~~ could ha.ve bee~ fooled so long."
"Hands up!" the young- deadshot excl'!.i.men,
, You know who it_ was that was fonlin' ns ."
reck"I
them.
at
revolvers
his
both
as he leveled
0 Rourke spoke up, with a shrug. of the shoulders
on we've got you fellows dead to rights, and the
"Yes, that's all ria-ht. But don't mention hi~
die."
will
fight
first man who offers to put up a
You know what I told you before we
name.
The boy's voice rang through the cave with started imt. That fellow must be· made to think
startling distinctness and with cries of dismay
he is perfectlv_ sa:fe :and th"t there is no sus;the bandits stitrted to flee fo-r cover. But they t½a.t
Pi!!ion cas~ upon. him. When the time comes he
re.ally had no chance for, with a yell, Cheyenne will
get his medicine."
Charlie led a charge upon them and when· ·they
"The boys all, understand that, Youn,g- Wild
fou.nd themselves cut off from all means of eiW~st. Th,~y 'Yon t say a ";Ord."
cape up went the hands of the four.
Senor, said Greaser Mike. looking sluirnlv Ht
"Sensible fellows, I sho~ld say." our herQ said
hero, "who told . vou where you could fii1d,
our
lau.l!'hing lightly as he stepuPd over to the l<iader.' us?"
·
"I reckon you're Greaser Mike, the bandit, fot
was the auick reply, "I found your
one,"
"No
whom a reward is offered."
cave .and saw you quite some little time ago· this
,
"No, senor," the man answered. quite coolly. mornmg."
"You make a big mistake ' in thinking I am ·a
with vou ,vhen you found
w!11
who
"Senor,
bandit. We are here looking for Greaser Mike ~here we were? Greaser Mike asked showand
line
' and his men. We came from ove1· the
'
mp.· no little curiosity.
'
it is our nurpo~e to g-et the· reward."
·me when I saw you. But I
with
was
one
"No
"All ril!"ht. That being the case, you had bet- liaj three. companions waiting for me."
ter g·o with us. Jim, just relieve them of their
Who were they?"
hardware, please."
. "TI;,ese two feliows," pointing to Charlie and
All four of them had a brace of revolvers and Jnn. and the Mexrean deaclshot"
.
"Ah!"
a hunting-knife, while cartridge-belts about their
wai~ts contained plenty of ammunition. Leaning
"That's rig·ht, senor." Wild said in his cool
agamst the wall of the cave were three Remino-- and easy way. "The Mexican deadshot came with
ton rifles, and when Jim had taken possession ~f us to look for you. Before we got here he went
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on ahead and disappeared among the rocks. But
"We've got Greaser Mike and thr1>e of his !'Y'f'n,
he soon came • out sayinP' that he could not see Mr. Luoin," was the cool retort, a s the boy reined
anythin .ir of you. He wanted us to wait for a in his horse. "It didn't take us long to win the
while, but I didn't think it wise to do so, so we reward, did it?"
went on and came back bv anotner way. But I
"It can't be possible!" the man exclaimed,
stopped long- enoug-h to take a look around here throwing up his hands and shaking his head.
and saw you all standing- out here as thoug-h you "I've seen Greaser Mike once or twice an' I'm
' were waiting- for some one."
dead sartin he ain't there."
'l'he bov did not know wl}ether this was rig-ht
"Oh, he's with us. Probably we'll be a,ble to
or not, but it seemed to be correct, for the bandit make you 1·ecognize him, for he is certainly here."
leader appeared to be satisfied.
A sudden thought had struck Wild now, and
"You have been· havinl!' things your own way turning to Dart, he said:
_
for quite a -little time, Greaser Mike," Wild went
"Jim, suppose you make a search of this fellow's .
en. as he started his horse ahead and rode at the pockets? Perhaps you will find the
he
side of tlJe villain. ",I suppose you know that ,lia3 been using. If you do just put itdisguise
on
him
sothe reward for you, dead or alive, has been in- those who have caught a glimpse of him at difcreased five hundred dollars.''
ferent times will recognize him."
"I am not afraid to die, senor," and the speaker
"All right, Wild," Jim answered, as he quickly
acted very much as thoug-h he meant every word dismounted.
of it.
He was not long in going through the bandit's
"I am g-lad to hear that, Greaser Mike. You
certainly are quite a character. · You are very pockets, and sure enough he found the wig, false
bold, too. But you made a mistake when you mustache and goatee. Much against his will the
rode into Jump-off Camp last evening-, especially bandit leader was forced to have them put on. A
when you knew the vig-ilantes were after you." little tin box was in one of his pockets, too, and
"Ha! ha! ha!" and the bandit laug-hed as thoug-h w_hen Jim opened this and found it contained a
he felt a keen delig-ht over it. "Of course, I sort of red paste it was easy for him to make a
knew I was being- chased by the, vig-ilantes. But mark on the man's face which looked like a scar.
"There you are," Dart said, when he had finI was disg-uised then, and how easy it was for
me to remove the disg-uise and appear at the ished. "Now do you recognize him, Mr. Lubin?"
"Wonderful! wonderful!" the tavern-keeper exhotel as a strang-er. I considered it the best
chance I had, and that I would throw mv our- claimed, as he stepped forward . . "That's jest· the
suers off the track. But . it appears it did not, way he looked when I seen him. That'$ Grease1·
and when they came up so suddenly there was Mike, all right. Say, but you boys have done a
nothing for me to do but to get on m-1 horse and great thing. The reward is yours all right."
get away as qu;ckly as po~sible. I did so. and
"Nb, it isn't," Wild spoke up. "The reward is
I easily elud~d them. too. .Perhaps I may be able going to O'Rourke. He is the leader of the vigito get away again. There is always a chance while lantes, and he is far more in need of it than we
life remains, you know."
are. we· only made it possible for him to catch
"Yes, there's ·always a chance, but I think Greas~· Mike, that's all."
.
yours is a mighty slim one. Don't think of such
"Whaf do yer think of that, Lubin?" O'Rourke
a thing as having an opportunity to get away asked, with a certain .ring- of triumph in his voice.
this time, .Mike. I am sure vou hAve no friends "Takin' about good friends! Who kin say I ain't
at Jump-off Camp, so there will be no one to help got 'em. Young Wild West an' his pards is <loin'
you."
a whole lot for me. But they're 1·ich an' they '
"I have many fr;ends in different parts of the won't need the money, so they say. You oughter know that I do need it."
country, Young- Wild West."
·
';No doubt of it. But they will do you no good
"Of cou.rse you do, O'Rourke, an' I know .putty
t}1is trip."
well that you'll ml:lke good use of it, too."
They :were all riding along now, and Charlie,
"You kin bet your life I will. I 've got a family
Jim and the vil!'ilante,; were listen;nir to the con- to support, an' I ain't · been <loin' very well since
versation with no little interest. The other three I've beer,. hangin' around Jump-off ·camp. But
prisoners appeared to be completely discouraged _ this will give me a mighty good start, an' I'll
a11d paid no attention to what was .iroing on. never forgit Young Wild West for it. We kin all
1.'f1e:v rode along. their bodies swing-ing· from left be happy in thinkin' that we've rid ourselves of
tn rig,ht. since they m<1cle. no attempt to steady Greaser Mike, too. There won't be no more thievthemselvei:; in the saddle. But they could not in' an' holdin'
up done for a while."
fall, for O'Rourke ha:.: see:r;i. to it that a rope
"There certainly will not if they have to do it,"
~tcured each of them bv the ankles, passing under the horses ;,i.nd drawn tiJ?htly at the ,;addle- our hero spoke up with a smile. "Greaser Mike
girths. It being but a short distance, our friends has an idea that he may have a friend somewhere soon reached the adobe house section of the min- who -will assist him to escape. But he is mising camp. As they galloped along over the dusty taken, as he will find out before very long."
The astonished Mexicans broke into a cheer as
trail several Mexican women and children came
running out to look at them, and when thev saw the party started to ride away. It seemed that
that four of the party were prisoners they stared they all had lived in fear of the notorious bandit,
in i;urpris<:!. When they came to the little tavern and to think that he had been captured at last
that was kept by Dan Lubin's brother. the latter made them elated. Down the hill the party rode,
and a couple of minutes later they came to a halt
c[lme out, the picture of amazement.
."Hello, You!).g Wild West !" he called out. in front of the Silver Head Hotel. Half a doze.n
"What have you got there?"
men· came out, among them being the Mexican
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deadshot and Morrison, the superintendent of the~.
smelter. ·
"Her:e he is, Mr. Morrison!" Wild calle.i out, as
· J1e pointed his finia-er at the bandit leader, "It wa~
easy enough to catch him, you see."
-"Great Jupiter!" cried the mine owner, surprised beyond measure. "How · did you work it,
Young Wild West?"
. "Oh, it \,·as quite easy. I don't know whether
we have all the gang or not, but there were only
four of them in ·the cave when we surprised
them."
"That's all. of them, . I think, for frQm what I·
have l1eard there were never more than four to be
seen at one time. It surely is Greaser Mike. My!
but this is wonderful. To think that we have been
trying so long- to captmce the fellow, and ycm did
it in such a short time. Where was it, anyhow?"
"In a cave a mile or two back of the trail. I
found the cave this morning and we could have
caught him then, but I thought I had better wait
and take the vigilantes along. I wanted to give
O'Rourke a chance, you know. He is the man who
is to -receive the reward."
"Is that so, O'Rourke?"
"That's what Young Wild West says," and the
vigilante shrugged his shoulders and acted as
though he d'c! not deserve it. Wild was watching
the face of the Mexican deadshot all the time. It
changed expression quite often, but not a word
came from the 1ascal's. J.ips. However, he was
seen to exchange glances with the bandit leader,
and Wild knew what that meant.
"I'll get Miller, Pitcher and Valjeo here," the
superintendent said, after he had thought for a
moment. "They are the head of the committee,
and they will pay the reward as soon as they are
convinced that this man is really Greaser Mike."
"Have you a good strong calaboose to lock the
prisoners in?" Wild asked. "Oh, yes! I rather think that once they a1:e
locked in they will never get out. We'll see to 1t
that a strong guard is placed over the calaboose,
tou."
"Put them in at once, then, and don't Jet them
talk with any one. I want to get them there right
away, for if the men at tl:e smelter h_ear that
Greaser Mike has been captured they will be _for
lynching him, and his companions as well. J?on't
let anything Uke that happen, Mr. Morrison.
Lynching is not in our line, and I positively a ssure you that I will do my level' best to prevent ·
such a thing."
·
Miller Pitcher and Valjeo were quickly found,
and the~ in less than ten minutes the four p1·isoners were securely locked in the calaboose, which
was about in the center of the town. The vigiIantes took it upon themselves to act as guards,
and leaving them there, Young Wild West rode
back to the hotel.
CHAPTER VI.-Ready for the Shooting-Match.
The girls wanted to know all about it, and when
Wild dismounted in front ·of the hotel they came
out and began plying )1im with questions. Charlie
and Jim came up ju t then, followed by the mine
superintendent, who was also eager to hear the
story of the capture. Our hero b1·iefly told the
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whole thing, but omitted that part which involv·ed
the Mexican deadshot.
"I suppose," he added, "that it was more by ·
good luck than anything else that caused us to do
1t all so quickly. None of you had an idaa that
they had a hiding-place so close to the camp, of
course. · But I am glad they were not further
away, for the weather is too hot to be riding
around aver the country searching for such fellows as they are. They are nothing but a lot of
cowards, after all, though Greaser Mike has been
very bold on his · part. That was because he was
running in a streak of good luck all the time. But
I reckon he has got to the end of hi s rope now,
unless he has friends about here to bring about
his escape."
"He'll never escape, Young Wild West," Morrison declared, shaking his head. "If I have to
sit up night and day until th.e sheriff arrives, I'll
do it rather than have such a thing happen. But
where is O'Rourke? You ·say he is the man to
receive the reward?"
"He is over at the calaboose, with his men, •on
guard. But I reckon they. don't need him there.
Suppose you send for him?".
.
"I will," and the superintendent was not Jong
in delegating a man to go on · the errand. In a
few minutes O!Rourke came riding to the hotel.
"Here he is, Mr. · Morrison," Wild called out to
the superintendent, who had gone inside the barroom. "Now, then, as your committee is here you
had bet':er pay him the reward. I am sure they
are well satisfied that it is Greaser Mike who
is Jocked in the calaboose."
"1'hey are perfectly satisfied on that point,
Young Wild West. Here is the money right•now."
O'Rourke stepp-ed in and was quickly given the
thousand dollars which had been placarded as the
reward for the capture of Greaser Mike, dead or
alive. Then the superintendent went down in his
pocket and _produced five hundred more.
. "Take tins, too, for I am happy and I feel now
that the robbery of my nephew has been avenged.
The prjsoners have been searchea, and a small
sum of money was found upon them. My nephew
will get all he lost restored to him, so I can well
affo;d to give this additio~al ~mount."
.
O Rou~ke was profuse rn his thanks, but he did
:not s~em to_ fe_el satisfied_ to keep. all the money.
He tried to ms1st upon Wild and his partners taking some of it, but they quickly made him change
his mind.
·
"You know what you said you wanted to do
with the money, O'Rourke," our hero said, in his .
cool way. "You have a wife and children and no
doubt want to fix things up comfortably for them.
See to it that you do it. Don't spend the money
for liquor. If you do, and I hear of it afterwa1·d,
I wo:r,'t have such a good opinion of ·you as I have
now.
.
"It's mighty little of this that will go for bugjuice, Young Wild West," was the reply. "I take
a drink once in a while, but there ain't no one
around here a s kin say they've ~ver seen me
drunk. I've been runnin' in a little hard luck,
an' I've done my best as leader of the vigilantes
since I've been elected leaeler of 'em. But there
ain't much money in it, as you kin see. I reckon
I'll set up a little store now, 'cause I've got an
uncle what's in business over in El Paso. an' he'll
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stock me up if I lei him know I've got, enough fact was. he dared not offer to put up a fight,
· since he knew 'that nearly every cnJ wat; aga;nst
money to make a good start."
.
_
"All right, that may be a good thing for you to him. '
"Wheri are the fellows who were coming here
do. The chances are that this place is going to
grow, for with a big smelter like you have here, to take part in the shooting-match?" Wild asked,
and the dust panning out well, it's bound to. But' after something- like order·had been restored. "I
how about the Mexican deadshot and his two think it would be• all the better to have half a
pards? I suppose Rocky and Lavender Jack are dozen complete. There are three prizes offered,
and as far as I can see now there are only two of
at work."
"Yes, I believe they went to work. But I told us to go .in."
"We'll soon find others to go 'in the match, I
Castro he might have the day off so he could assist
think," Morrison answered, with a smile. "I
you in hunting down the bandits."
"Didn't he start out with ·some of the men to l}eard Castro say that two men would be here this
morning, since they had heard that I had offered
look for them?"
"Yes, but he soon came back, declaring that he to put up a prize. I spoke about this matter somethought he stood no show, as long as you were thing like a week a_g-o, you know. I forgot to tell
you this is the anniversary of the opening of the
.
on the hunt."
"Oh, he did, eh? I had an idea that he might smelter, and I intended to give all the men a half1-ie able to find them if he had tried very hard. I holiday. We are going to close the plant this
afternoon. I suppose if you hadn't mentioned
1r~ckon he is rather l,azy."
This was all said within easy hearing of the something about the shooting-match this would
l\{exican deadshot, ,and he winced several times have slipped my mind. I'll see to it now that orand sco,vled at the boy's plain way of speaking. ders are given ,to shut down at twelve o'clock."
"Oh, I understand, Mr. Morrison. You didn't
"I believe one of his pards said there was going
to be a shooting-match here to-day, and that you say anything about that before."
. "No, that's right. But so much of the conversawere going to put up a prize. You said somet10n has been about the Greaser Mike the bandit
thing about it · yourself, Mr. Morrison."
· "Oh, yes, I almost forgot about that ip the ex- that I suppose· I forgot everything etse. I'll at~
citement of the morning. I said that if Greaser tend to it right. now:"
He quickly left the hotel and made his way to
Mike was captured I would put up a substantial
prize for a shooting-match. I'll do it, too. Sup- the ·office of the smelting plant. Half an hour
pose I divide the prize into three pa1·ts-a first, later he returned, and with him were two men
who had been waiting at the office to see Rocky
second and third?"
·
"It matters not to me. Do as you like about it." and Lavender Jack.
"Here are the two men who are to compete in
"All right. I'll just invest fifteen hundred dollars in ,gold for the prize. The first prize shall be the shooting-match," , he said, nodding to them.
a thousand dollars; the second, four hundred, and "They are both champions of different sections.
Both are .Americans, too, which ought to please
the third, one hundred dollars."
_
"Me shoot for da prize, Senor Morrison," Castro you all the more."
"I don't know as that makes a bit of difference "
spoke- up, as he' stepped for}Vard, eagerly. "Young
Wild West beat me shootin' yesterday, but maybe our hero answered, with a laugh. "It -is the Me~ican deadshot I feel that I am up against. I want
.
he no do dat now."
"He won't, eh?" Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, to defeat him if I can. If I can't I am willino- to
half-angrily. "If you have got any money to put waive all claim to b~i-ng the Champion Deadshot.
up I'll cover all you have got that he'll betit yoli But what are we gomg to shoot with, Mr. Morrison?"
.
in any way you want ter shoot."
"That you· will have to decide yourselves. Most
"I not got verra much money, senor," and the
Mexican deadshot shook his head, acting as of the shooting in these parts is done with a rethough he wished he had. "But~ I bet you ten dol- volver."
"Yes, I know, and that just suits me. But I am
•
lars clat me win da first prize.'
Charlie was about to produce the money to pretty handy with a rifle, too, you know. My partcover the bet, when Wild touched him qn the arm ners are not slow in that way, either, and I reckon
the girls can do something, too, especially Arietand said:
"Never mind about such a small sum as that, ta."
"We'll leave the ladies out of it this time" and
Charlie. What's the use? Maybe he can beat
Morrison laughed good-naturedly. "As you ;ay it
me:"
"An' maybe he can't, Wild. But if you don't really lies between you and the Mexican deadshot.
think it's worth while to make a ten-dollar bet I I don't know just how well these !mows can shoot
'
won't do it. I won't bother my head with the but they seem ·to be quite anxious to go in."
"All right, th~n. Whenever fOU are ready to
sneakin' grease1·, anyhow."
"Senor, you make an insult!" cried the dead- run off the shooting-match you will find me around
here somewhere."
·
slmit, angrily.
"We'll arrange it for this -~ftenoon, for, as I
''All right, I don't care if I did. Shut up your
mouth, now, or I'll do somethin' more than insult have told you, the men working at the smelter are
you. I'll knock a few of your teeth down your going to have a half-holiday."
"Of course, I expect you to hold it some time
throat, blamed if I don't. You're nothin' but a
sneakin' coyote, an' llf>U can't shoot straight· to-day, for we will leave here the first thing in the
,
morning."
enough ter kill a coyote on the run."
"Going away as soon as all that?"
Then the Mexican Deadshot flew in a rage, but
"Yes. While this is a pretty decent sort of a
he was only laughed at and soon sub~ided. The
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mming camp there really is nothing here to keep
u~. Vve like to be on the move, you know, and we
are striking new places all the time, and that's
what keeps us astir."
'' Ail the time looking for adventure," and the
superintende nt laughed.
It was really a very warm morning, and Wild
and his partners soon sought the girls and then
they all went to the small grove of trees a short
dis~ance from the hotel and took things easy until
they heard the bell ring for dinner. As they
walked slowly back to go to the dining-room a
burst of laughter came from the barroom, and
then the shrill voice of Hop Wah could be heard
, inging a Chinese song.
•
··Hop is certainly having a good time if- no one
else is," Arietta declared, laughingly. "This may
be a pretty lively mining camp, but I m~st con!ess
that things have gone along rather quietly smce
we have been hel'e. True, you had some excitement this morning, Wild, but it didn't last very
long. You got the bandits very quickly and have
them securely llffiged in the lock-up."
"\V ell, as I said once before, there was more
luck about that than anything else. Of course, I
. suspeded the Mexican deadshot of knowing _all
about the bandits and let him show us where they
were. When this shooting-mat ch this afternoon
is over with it won't be long- before he .ioins the
bandits in the calaboose. Morrison seems to
think Castro is all right. But he will be apt to
change his opinion when the f:Rts come out."
Neither our hero nor his partners chose to go
to the barroom of the hotel just then, though the
sounds of laughter and shouting continued. They
went to the dining-room and took their places at
the table along with the other guests of the hotel.
MoiTison came in -about the same time, as did the
two men who had come to Jump-off Camp for the
purpose of entering the shooting-!Ilat ch. T~e conversation tur ned upon that subJect, and it kept
that way during the entire meal. Wild did not
offer to question the so-called deadshots a bit, but
he could tell by the way they talked that they
thought they stood a good chance of winning the
second prize. Both declared that they surely
would defeat the Mexican deadshot.
.
When the meal was over they went out, but
Morri on lingel'ed in the dining-room. ·
"Young ·wild West," he said, as he came over
and touched our hero on the shoulder, "I really
hope you will be the winner in this contest. Of
course, I would like to see my man get second
place."
"You mean Castro, of course," Wild said, looking at him and smiling.
"Yes, I call him my man, because he is a fore•
man at the smelter."
"You still have quite a good opinion of him,
haven't you?"
"Yes he is a good worker, though there are
thing-s ~bout him that I can't ' say I exactly like."
"You would be surprised if you found out he
happe]'.led to be ' a genuine scoundrel, wouldn't
you?"
"Why, of course I would. Just because he has
shown a bad feeling toward you don't s.ay that he
is a scoundrel, though."
"Of course not. I was only suggesting it, that's
all."
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"But you meant something by the st'ggestion,
though. Now tell me what it is."
"I can't tell you any more just now, Mr. Morrison. Wait until. the shooting-mat ch is over." ·
"You are a peculiar sort of boy, Young Wild
West. The way you talk puzzles me."·
"All right, Mr. Morrison. Let it go at that. I
suppose you will be ready in about an hour."
"Before that time if you wish it."
"It makes no difference to me. I think you had
better suggest the way the shooting is to be continued, too. You know pretty well what the Mexican ~eadshot is capable of doing, so arrang-e it :;o
he w1ll stand a good chance. It matters little to
me what way it is done."
Morrison shook his head and smiled.
"You are a wonderful boy," he declared. "You
are willing to let things go any way, no matter if
they go against you. But I have heard that you
have never yet been defeated in a shooting-matc h,
so no doubt that is quite enough to make you have
confidence."
"Confidence is a whole lot, but the real thing
comes when the shooting is done."
·
"Yes, of course."
The superintende nt hesitated as he was going
out, but Wild changed the subject right away, for
he knew he was going to ask him what he had
meant when he spoke about Castro being a scoundrel, possibly.
It was shady on the porch now, so our friends
all went outside and took seats there. There was
considerable of a hubbub about the hotel now, for
since no one was working the majority of the
inhabitants had gathered there. The two strangers who had come in town for the purpose of
participating in the shooting-mat ch were doing a
little practicing, and Wild and his companions
could see them from where they sat. One of them
certainly made a fine showing at shooting at tomato-cans that were thrown into the air for them.
But it was nothing great that he d{d, after all, so
only passing comment was made of it. When two
o'clock came Morrison came around upon the
porch and, tipping his hat to the ladies looked at
Wild and said :
'
""Whenever you are ready we will start the
match. Thei'e are three to enter it besides yourself, and they think that the fil'st round ought to
be at a stationary target at a distance of fifty
feet."
"All right, that suits me. What is the target to
be?"
·
"Bottles."
·'Why, Mr. Morrison, I reckon there are as
many as a hundred men here who could hit a
bottle at fifty feet."
"No, there are not. Dan Lubin has lots of
empty bottles and he is willing to let you smash
them. My plan 1s to keep on shooting at them
until some. one misses. Then he drops out and the
one who gets the best score has a point in his
favor. There will be five points "t o gain if one
should make a perfect score."
"Good enough! Let it go that way, then. I am
not going to make a suggestion, but will be satisfied to Jet it go the way they want it."
Morrison then explained that a £hady plac(, a
short distance from the hotel had c~, n se!ected
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for the shooting-match. :.>nd they all went over, many as a dozen s-hots had been fired apiece, a,ct
including· the girls. There were quite a few then Castro missed.
"Mr. Morrison." Wilrl said, as he walke<i over
WO!}len and children on the scene, too, ,o the. girls
mingled with them and got acquainted: Several to the sup·erintendent, "I am sorry you mac!e such
greasers soon appeared carrying armfuls of bot- an arrangement. A fellow· might shoot awav all
tles, and this told plainly that it was expected 1 the ammunition there was to be had at the plac~
that a great many would be smashed by bullets in such a match as this, I said before I started
that I was satisfied to anything, bt:t I houe vou
before the shooting-match was over.
This
An empty barrel-was rolled out into an' open will make the next thing more difficult.
boys or some wom~n
space and turned head up. Then Morrison placed might be all right for little
do for our girls, for
a bottle upon it and paced•off what he considered folks. It certainly would not as
fast as any one
hit those bottles
to be about fifty feet. He made a mark with his they could
up."
too, and then nodded to those who were to nar- could putI them
"Well, was thinking of doubling the d ,stance
ticipate.
"There you ar-e, boys!" he called out, with a ,for the next shot."
"Do ~o, if vou like. but I expect to get through
smile. "I guess that is just about fifty feet. You
an hour."
must remember that this affair will go do,vn as inside ofth.ink
that would be too easy, then?"
"You
the ·shooting-match on the border. We are only
"Yes, rather."
a short distance from the Mexican line, so, of
"Have the bottle thrown up in the air," suircourse, this part of the country is really the
_g-ested the contestant who had been shooting- at
·
border."
before the match started.
"The shootin'-match on the border is g·ood!" the"I cans
am satisfied," Wild answered, quickly.
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, with a shrug of his
"Me, too " the Mexican deads'l'l:ot declared.
i;:;houlders. "I'll try an' remember that, blamed if
The other fellow shrug-g-ed his shoulders and
I don't."
said nothin_g-, but it being three to one it wa;
The superintendent then turned to Wild and quickly
decided to do it that way. The superinobserved:
looked around and finally selected Chev"Young Wild West, if you have no objections, tendent
enne Charlie to toss the bottle into the air. The
the others would like to have you go first."
quickly gathered an armful and stepped
"No objections whatever," and the young dead- scout
out into the open.
shot quickly toed the mark.
"Say when you're ready," he called out.
Wild _g-ave a nod, and up went one of the bottles.
Crack! It was smashed to pieces. One of the
strangers then took a turn and missed, and then
came the Mexican deadshot. He was lucky
CHAPTER VII.~The Prizes Are Awarded.
enough to hit a bottle and seemed to be delighter!
over it. The other contestant broke one, too, so
Smashinl!' a bottle at that short distance wa'> there
three to c0ntinue. It went along until
nothing , at all to Young Wild West. He smiled three were
more shots had been fired, and then the
as he placed his hand u11on the butt of a revolver, Mexican
deadshot missed. He flew in a rag-e,
and then looked at Morrison, who had taken it for he seemed
to think he wa unlucky rather
upon himself to be the judge of the affair.
than a poor marksman. But Wild only ·laughed
"Are you ready?" the latter said. quickly.
and continued shooting it out until he was the
"I am ready, Mr. Morrison."
winner.
"Go ahead, then." .
"I really don't know what to tell you to do
As quick as a flash the boy jerked the revolver
from the holster and, without raising it above his now," Morrison declared, as the young deadshot
head, fired. The bottle was smashed into a hun- walked over to him. "I thoug-ht something like
dred pieces, and a cheer went up from the crowd. this would be for the last trial."
"Suppose we go over to the hill and start an
"A wonderful shot!" declared the superintendent, as he nodded to the boy. "But I expected you empty pail or nail-keg- rolling down it and shoot
from the hip at it as it rolls along-," the voung
would draw a bead before firing.."
"That's all right. When it gets down to the deadshot suggested.
"Good!" exclaimed Castro.
fine point I'll draw a bead. But that was easy."
Wild knew this would not be an easy shot but
One of the strangers stepped up next, and waited
for the fresh bottle to be placed upon the barrel. h~ had practiced it in all sorts of ways, and he
He took a careful aim and broke it. and then the did not fear that he would miss. The other two
Mexican deaclshot's turn came. He broke the nodded their willinsmess to try it, so they started
third bottle and seemed to be perfectly satisfied. for the hill, which was but a few• yards distant.
The other fellow knocked the neck from a fourth It :was really no~hing- more than a steep bank
bottle, so it was declared to be a tie. But only which ran down ~to a gully, the distance bein~
Wild had fired from the hip, and this gave him . probably fifty or SIXtv feet that the object would
have to 1·01l. The crowd quickly followed, and it
quite a prestige over the rest.
Our hero did not want to miss a point, so was not long before a co11ple of empty pails and
when it came his turn again he took aim and th!ee or four keg-s were broug-ht to the scene.
smashed the bottle easily. The next man made Wild was selected to lead them, and Morrison
a miss of it, so he was out of that part of the started one of the kegs rolling dQwn. The boy
contest. The Mexican deadshot, however, was quickly jerked the revolver from the holster and
successful, and so was the other. They kept on fii-ed toward the head.
A dozen i-an to the foot of the hill aud stopped
in this way until only Wild and Castro were qualified to proceed. They both kept at it until as the keg and brought it back. There was a bullet-
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hole clear throuv.h it . The v were abo11t to roll
the l:'ame ot>e clown. but our h<c!r 0 ob.iP.cted.
"To avoid an v d' scussion," he said, "you had
better use another."
This was done, and the Mex ican de2dshot took
his turn. He manav.ed t o h it the kei:t, too, but
when the other two had t heir chances, both
missed.
"I'll have to declare you two men out of it,"
Morr4son ~aid, shaking- his head.
"How about the third prize?" one of them
spoke up.
"That's so. You ca n keep on. But I don'~
know what to do next . Youni:r Wild West ·an,!
the Mexican deadsh ot have got to decid e thi.
round, and what to do next will have to be de·dded upon."
Wild and Castro shot it out, an ti Wild J?Ot
the best of it after three a t te mpts. Castro was
a very good shot, but he could not hold up his
end at repeath1g-. He was now getting very
nervous, and was ang-ered at the defeats he had
suffered. Every one in the crowd knew th.at he
stood no chance of winning- the first Prize now.
He had walked off and had a talk with his two
pards, Rocky and Lavender Jack, and the result
was that he presently came back and, nodding to
Morrison, said:
"Me want to shoot a different way, bo s."
"What wav do you want to shoot?" came the
question.
·
"Me put a bot tle --0n m y head and Young- Wild
West put a bottle on his head. Then we toss da
, coin in the air to see who shoot first."
"Oh, vou're willing to 1·isk vour life, are you?
\Yell, I can't agree to anvthing like that."
Wild laughed in the Mexican's face, for he
could tell right awa v that some sort of ·a iob had
been put up so he would get shot.
"I'll ag-ree t o do that. Pete," he said, quickly.
'Have you got a coin to toss in the air?"
•
"Yes;" was the quick reply, anrl the Mexican's
face lighted up with an eag-er smile.
"All rie:ht, t oss it in the air, then, and call
out heads or tails."
With ast onishin g- quickness the g-reaser produced wh at seemed to be a silver dollar. He held
it in the oalm of his hand a nd th-en tos. ed it into
the air. It ·wa s half-way to the gr ound when he
called out. loudl y :
.,,..
" Heads !"
Wild st epped over and took a look at it. The
head of the coin was up.
" We win!" exclaimed Ca stro, deligh tedly.
Then he stooped to pick up the dolla r. But
Wild was too quick for him, and he seized it and
turned it over . He was no t at all surprised to
find that it was a double-headed coin.
"Pete," he said, with a laugh, '·I reckon " OU are
tr ying to work a skin game. You thoug-ht you
had me dead to riirhts and would have a cha nce
to shoot at the bottle on m y head. If you made
a miss of it and put a bullet between my eyes
it. would have bee
accident, I s uppose."
The superintendent took the double-headed
coin and looked dismayed.
"Pete Castro," he said, sharply, "what arc you
trying to do?"
.
"Nothinir, boss," and the villain shrugged his
shoulders and showed si11;ns of uneasiness.
"Yes, you were. You were trying to g-et tha
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best of Yoi!ng Wild West. He says you probabh- meant to ,hoot him and m"ke out it was an
accident. While I hardly think you are bad
enoug-h for that. I must sav thBt vou are disqualified. The shooting--match is at an end. as
far as shooting for a prize is concerned. anyhow,
and I award the first prize to Young Wild West:You can't have the second, fo1· anv one who
would act the wav vou have cert:ainly should not
bf• taken into consideration. The other two
prizes will go to the two strangers who came all
the way here to take part in the shooting-match."
A rousing cheer went up at this, which told
pretty well that nearlv every one. present wa,,
pleased at what the superintendent said. Wild
felt that he could not very well refuse the money
the superintendent had put up for the first prize.
so he accepted it and made a ·little speech, thanking him. Meanwhile, the Mexican deadshot had
disappeared. Wild forg-ot all about him for a
few minutes, and when he looked around and
found he was nowhere in sii1:ht it occurred to hiin
that it might be a good idea to tty and find where
he was.
"Boys," he said, turning- to his partners, "l
reckon Castro must be up to something-: Mayb ~
he will try to set the prisoners free . Let's · g-o
up that way."
Without saying anything to those gathered
about, the three went around the corner of the
hotel building and made their way in the direction of the calaboose, which was built of log-s
so it mig-ht securely hold the prisoners that were
placed in it. As they neared the building they
discovered Pete Castro and the two men wh;>
were his chums walking- that way from the direction of the smelter. The three advanced more
quickly now, and when they saw them cominl!
the Mexican deadshot and his two comoaniorrn
started on a run and ouickly ·got out of sight behind the calaboose.
Wild and his partners did not understand what
this move meant, but they soon found out. When
they g-ot within a dozen yards of the log- shantv
three sh_ots rang out _a nd they heard the bullet's
hum close to their heads. Crack! Another shot
was fired from the corner of the calaboose, and
the bullet clipped a lock of hair from our hero'.<;
head. But, nothing- daunted , he hurried over to
the right, followed by his two partners. There
was a little hill thei-e, and they knew if they
reached it they would have a chance of keepingunder cover. The distance from the hill to the
calaboose was nc,t more than fifty yards. The
three men on g-uard were much excited now, and
one of them ran around to the rear of the building. Crack! A sharp report sounded, and he
dropped to the ground. a cry of pain coming from
his lips.
The shooting was heard, of course, by those
gather~d in front of the hotel, and men could
be seen running there, waving- their hands ex
citedly. But Young Wild West paid no attentio!l
to them. He was watching for a e-limpse of tho$e
who hcd started the shooting. Reaching the hill,
the three crouched and waited: Suddenly a shout
sounded from off to the left, and then they saw a
crowd rushing- in that diteetion.
"The scoundrels have fled, " Wild declarnd.
"Ther~ they go up tne hi1l tow ... rJ the adob~
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;;hanties. Don't say anything yet about Castro,
hovs. We'll catch him up there."
The next minute they cRught sight of the three
as they ran behind a . thick clump of trees.
"What's the matter, Young Wild West?" Morrison called out, as he came running toward the
calaboose. ·
"Somebody was trying to set the prisoners free,
I reckon," was the reply.
An examination showed that the guard had
only been slightly wounded in the arm, · and he
was now upon his feet vowing vengeance upon the
villains.
·
"Did 'you see who thev were?" Wild asked, as
he ran up to him.
"No, I didn't know they were there." was the
reply. "We seen you three fellers comin' around
in a funny sort of way, an' we wondered what
was up. Then . the . firin' commenced an' we
thought it about time to take a hand in it. I
started to go around to tbe back of the calaboose
w.hen a gun flashed right in front of -me an' I ·
dropped, thinkin.' I was hurt bad. But I ain't
hurt much. It ain't much more than a break in
the skin."
·
"I think I'll put a stronirer guard here, Young
Wild West," Morrison spoke up, for he seemed
to be afraid there might be another attempt at
a rescue.
"A good idea, Mr. Morri-son. Half a dozen men
will do, I think." .
.
The superintendent quickly selected three more
men, and he told them to fire upon any suspicious
1Jersons who might be seen approaching.
"Now,_ then," he said to our hero. "if you will
let me, I will go- with you and look for the
scoundrels."
A crowd of a score or more at once s.et out,
with Wild and his partners . in the lead.

CHAPTER VIII.-,Spoiling A Wonderful Shot.
Pete Castro, the Mexican cleaclshot, had surelv
tried to rescue the imprisoned bandits. The moment he found he stood no chance with Monison,
he slunk awav and was not long in finding his two
pards, Rocky and Lavender Jack.
"You help me and everything· be all right," he
said to them. "You know dat Greaser Mike a
great friend to us. We let him go free."
"Show us how ter do it an' we'll help :ver,"
Rockv answered, quickly, while the other gave
a nod of assent.
The three quickly made off toward the smelter,
and thinkinv it would be safe to do so, they
headed direct for the rear of the log shanty
that was used for a Iock-up. But when they saw
Young Wild West and his partners hurrying in
that direction they ·were dismayed as well as
angry, and the Mexican dead shot declared that
he was going to have revenge right then and
there upon the American boy who had defeated
him so easily in the shooting-match for the prizes
the superintendent had been kind enough to put
up.
All three thought. they had not been r-ecognized,
so when they opened fire they did so, fullv believing that it would not be known who th cY were.
Fimlirur t.hev !'-toorl no ch:rnr.e. 1he,· heat a ha,:tv

retreat after Rocky ha.d wounded one of the
g-uards. It happened that Lavendel" Jack lived in
one of the adobe houses on-the hill, and that his
wife and a little stepson occupied the building
with hirn.
.
It was fol" this place that the three headed,
for Lavender Jack quickly concei red the idea
that if thev once got there they could make it
appear that they had come there right aftef""'
the shooting-match and were going to take things
· easy. By a short cut they reached the house
and found the little boy there alone, as his mother
had gone down the hill to witness the doings.
"Verra nice, boys, Jack," Castro said, with a
laugh. "He no your boy."
"I kn_ow he ain't," was the quick reply. "I 'd on't
want him l.l"ound here, but his mother thinks the
world of him, it seems, so I · can't very well get
rid of him."
·
·
"All right, Jack. He vena nice little. You no
hurt him."
"Oh, I ain't goin' to hurt him. But come on.
I've got some whisky in the house an' we'll have
a drink or two."·
·
· Then the boy began to cry, and the villain ran
to him and raised his hand as though to cuff him.
But the little fellow sudd~ly became full of fight.
He started to run, but his stepfather seized him
roughly and gave him ~ shaking. Then the boy
scl"atched and beat at him, all the while crying in
fear and anger.
He quic~ly s~ized a rope and tied the boy's
hands behrnd his back. Then he found a stick
and ran it through between the arms and back,
so that he would have to keep them in that position.
"Now, then," he said, "you behave yourself till
your_ mothe1· comes back or I'll give you a good
lacin'."
·
·
·
.
• The boy · sat down and sobbed, but in a very
short time he became quiet and watched the three
villains as they drank the liquor from a bottle the
cruel stepfather had produced. There happened
to be some oranges on a shelf in the room, and
suddenly the Mexican deadshot gave a start and
arose to hts feet. He selected one of the oranges
and, walking over to the boy, who was sitting in
a corner, placed it on his head.
"Me take a shot, Jack," he said, nodding his
head to the stepfather.
"Go ahead," was the reply.
Without taking scarcely any aim, Castro pulled·
the trigger and shot the orange from the boy's
head.
The little fellow was badly frightened at such
treatment, but when the Mexican actually slipped
a dollar in his pocket he brightened up and seemed
pleased.
"Me take another shot, Jack," said Casti·o, as
he took another orange from the shelf.
"Come on outside if you're goin' to ·do that.
There ain't no use in fillin' the house full of
smoke," was the reply . .
Lavender Jack bade t'1e boy sharply to come
outsid~, which he did, tl"embling slightly, fo1· it
was evident that even though he had l"eceived a
dollar for having an orange shot from his head he
. did not want to try it again. Jt happened that the
Mexican deadshot had been drinking quite heavily during the clay, and he was just about enough
unrlPr the influence of Jiouol" now to trv almost
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anything. He stood the boy near the side of the
"Is that boy yours?" Wild demanded, looking
shanty , and then placed the orange on .his head. at him sharply.
"Now stand verra r till and me g-ive you an"Yes," was the reply.
other dollar," the villian said, coaxingly. "Da
"He's Ja..:k's stepson," ejaculated Rocky "but
Mexican deadshot no hurt da little boy."
Jack thinks the world of him, jest the same. 1•
Stepping back a few paces, Castro turned his
"He must think the -world of him to peq;pit a
back to the boy and then nodding to the two vil..\ains who were interested spectators, exclaimed. drunken scoundrel to try such a shot as he intended to make," our hero answered angrily
"Watch me shoot!"
"Now, then, I reckon you fellows had b~tter com~
He turned a s quick a s a flash and almost in- on down the hill. I think you're wanted there. If
stantly pulled the trigger. The bullet hit the I am not mistaken, Greaser Mike would be very
orange close to the top, while the boy did not show glad to have the company of Castro
in the calaany great signs of fright. Then Castro slipped boose."
another dollar in the child's pocket, and received
"Greaser Mike no want to see me," almost
tha,nks for it in a t rembling voice. Meanwhile,
Young Wild West and hi s partners and those with st,outed the Mexican deadshot, for it occurred to
them had reached the top of the hill by this time. him ~l o_f a sudden. that the boy suspected him
Hearing the shots fired, Wild advised the rest to of bemg m league with the bandits.
"Yes, he does want to see you. I happen to
remain where they were, while he went ahead
to see what was going on. He moved along swiftly know that for a fact. He has been expecting- you
and soon came to a roughly built fence that partly to come to him. right along. How long have you
surrounded the adobe house occupied by Lavender been up here, anyhow?"
Jack and his family. He no sooner got there when
"We come up here right after Morrison said he
half a dozen Mexican s annroached the spot. Wild wouldn't give Pete one of the prizes " Rocky ancrouched behind some bushes and let them go on, swered. "J~c~ s_a id he had some good whisky
and when he saw that they were welcomed by the at horn~, an mv1ted us up to have some of it.
three villains he thought that some sort of plan Maybe 1t. w;as a little risky to shoot at the orange
was about to be for med. He had not yet caught on the kids head, but I'm sartin Pete wouldn't
iaig-ht of the helpleias bo y, and not u ntil the have hul't him. He practiced that kind of , hootgreasers got there did he see him. Then nis in' .a wh_ole lot, an' I happen to know it. Tfe wr,· ,Id
blood fairly boiled, fo r to see a little fellow with have hit the orange all right an' the bullet
his arms tied, behind him in that fashion was wouldn't have touched the boy's' hair. eve·1.•·
quite enou"'h to arouse Young- Wild West . Just
"That may be true, but I reckon the Mexican
then · the Mexican deadshot got another· or-ange deadshot isn't going to try any shooting like that •
from the house.
•
not while I'm around. Come on, boys."
'
"Now den, little boy," he said, in a coaxing sort
The. next minute Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
of way, •"me make_da verra best shot of my life.
You stand verra still and me give you another Dart appeared with the crowd at their heels.
"W~,at doe? it all mean, ;myhow, Young Wild
dollar. Me got plenty money."
He jingled a few coins in his pocket and it :;vest? Morrison a sked, as he came up, excitedly.
I_ wanted to run here before, but your partners
seemed to be music to the boy's ears, for he at
said I had better not. They wanted to wait until
once nodded his consent. Wild crouched behind you
called for us to come."
the fence and waited to see what was going to
"That's right, Mr. Morrison," the. boy answered,
happen. Having placed the orange upon the boy's
head, the Mexican deadshot stepped back about and then he stepped over and cut the rope that
ten paces. Then he began juggling with his gun, held the little fellow's hands tog-ether. "Thev were
tossing it up and catching it by the muzzle as it using this kid for a sort of target. The Mexican
turned in the air. He did this several times , and deadshot was just going to shoot at an orange
then once more he nodded to the spectators and on his head when I stoooed him. He had ne rve
told them to watch closely. No doubt the Mexican enoug~ to toss up his gun, intending to catch : t
deadshot intended to make the best shot of hi s . when 1t came down, and then pull the trigger and
life, but he was not permitted to try. He tossed make a quick shot. What do you think of that'!"
up his gun, intending to catch it and shoot.
"Pete, I always had an idea you were a very
Crack! Wild was right on hand. The dashing fair sort of man. But this settles it. You are
young dead hot had fired quickly, but the bullet nothing but a contemptible scoundrel, and you
hit Ca tro's revolver as it was turning in the air, need never expect to go to work at the smelter
and sent it flying half a dozen feet away. Be- again."
"Hold o~, a ~oment, Mr. Morrison," spoke up
fore the echoes of the report had died out he was
our hero. Don t be too fast. Castro should t,aV"
.right before the a stonished villains.
a
fair
and square show."
·
"What are you trying to do, you sneaking coyRocky and Lavender Jack brightened up wnen
ote!'' he demanded, a s he turned the still smoking
the boy said this, but the Mexican deadshot did
revolver upon the Mexican deadshot.
"Don't sh(1()t!" cried Rocky, throwing up his not appear to notice it.
hands. "We wasn't doin' nothing. -Pete was jest
"Me go down da hill," he said, suddenly. "Noshowin' us some fancy shootin', that's all. He body like me, and dey all make a mistake."
wouldn't have hurt the kid."
Morrison was about to detain him, but a glance
"Of course he wouldn't," Lavender Jack spoke from Wild caused him to change his mind. The1!
up. "You don't suppose I'd let him shoot at my Castro walked slowly away, but instead of turn•
own boy like that if I thought he was goin' to ing_ down the hill, headed straight for the tavnn,
hurt him, do yer?"
which was onlv about a hundred varrl~ distant
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deadshot shrieked in a frenzied way and hul'led
the hilt at the boy. But it was cleverly dodged
and did no damage whatever, and the next inf tand Wild was upon him . gripping him bv the
As soon a s the Mexican deadshot had gone, throat. Fo1· a few seconds a fierce str uggle enLavender Jack went to the boy and whispered sued, but the ~gility of the young deadshot quicksomething · in his ear. Just then the child's , h n, a de him the mastfir. and the Mexic,m went
m·othe1· appeared and he l \ lll to her, exhibitinir to the floor upon his back. Castro.. shrieked and~
the silver dollars Castro had given him. Not fought savagely. . Cheyenne Charlie quickly 1·an
knowing wiry he had received them the woi:nan forward and, with the assistance of Jim Dart,
was surprised. But she was delighted, too, and soon had his hands tied behind his back.
not ·wishing to make her worried, Wild decided
"There you are, gentlemen," our hero said, risto say nothing to her of what had happened.
ing to his feet. "There is the man who led us to
"Come on, boys," he said, nodding to his part- the hiding place of Greaser Mike. He didn't do
ners and the superint~ndent, and then they all it for the purpose of catching them, however, but
started from the spot, following Castro's two pals, set a tt·ap for us, hoping that we would be capwho had set out ahead of them. Lavender Jack tured or kil)ed. But we suspected him, and so it
and Rocky promptly entered the little tayern and was easy for us to turn the tables and then capfinding the Mexican deadshot at the bar they ture the bandits. I r eckon that's about all ju st
quickly advanced to him.
now, so I recommend that the Mexican deadshot
"Say, Rocky," Castro exclaimed, in a hoarse be taken down and put in the calaboose along with
whisper, as. he looked out of the door, "pretty the rest of. the gang an.d turned over to the sheriff
soon we all get hanged. Young Wild West know when he arrives."
·
dat we want to let Greaser Mike out of da jail."
A yell went up at this. Some cheered wildly for
1
"No, he don't,' Rocky i-etorted, shaking his Young Wild West and his friends, while others
head, while Lavender Jack said nothing, but ap- seemed to be ·for lynching Castro.
peared to be somewhat frightened.
But with the assistance of Morr ison) Wild man"Young Wild West know,'' insisted the Mex- aged to quiet them somewhat, an d the result was
ican, stoutly. "Me tell dat from wkat he say. that a few minutes later the Mexican deadshot
I goin' to make a fight."
wa~ led down the hill and placed in the calaboose.
Whether it was because he just then had anRocky and Lavender Jack were forced to go
other whisky and it was enough to set his brain along, and if it had not been for the wife of the
on fire, or that he felt he was doomed to a cer- latter, who followed and pleaded with-our friends,
tainty cannot be said, but the Mexican deadshot the chan.ces are that both of 't hem would have
drew his gun and started for the door, just a s been jailed the same a s their pals.
Wild and the rest were within a dozen feet of it.
Wild . questioned the pair after a while, and he
He attempted to shoot from the hip, but be- became convinced that they had not been in league
fore his finger could pu]J. the trigger Wild's re- ' with the bandits at all, but had simply bee nclose
volver spoke and, his arm flopped limply at his ·friends of the Mexican deadshot.
side, while the weapon fell to the ground.
"You fellows had better carry vourselves orettv
"Not quite quick enough, Pete,'' the young dead- !:'t raight in the future," Wild said . as he was ab nu t
shot called out, a.. smile on his face. "I was to turn -a way from them. "As for you, shaking
watching you and saw you start for the door, gun his finger at Jack, "I wouldn't let any one shoot
in hand. You might be quite a deadshot in your an orange from the head of my stepson again if I
way, but vou can hardly come up to me, I reckon." were you. In my mind it would have been cer "Men,'' cried the superintendent, excitedly, "this tain death for the boy if I had not interfered just
has gone far enough. Pete Castro is in league a s I did. Castro might be very clever at handling
with the bandits, and it was through watching a gun, but when he tries to juggle one in that way,
him that · Young Wild West found where they expecting to catch it after· it turned over in the
were.
air and then fire a quick shot at an orange on
As Wild had told Morrison all about it it was a boy's head , it is goinir awav be:von d the limit."
not strange that he should decide, in his excite- ~ He went back to the hotel with his partners a nd
ment, to make it known to the rest. An angry _ found the girls standing on the porch. Mr. Mor- .
roar came from the crowd that had followed our r ison came along after a while, and then the h ofriends up the hill. B,ut Wild was bent on taking tel keeper and several other men holding prornithe Mexican dcadshot a prisoner himself and he n ent positions in t he mining camp gathered about
r an forwa r d in advance of the others. Castro and Wild was called upon to relate the whole st ory
uttered an angry shout and r an back into the of how the b andits had been discovered. The boy
t avern.
did so in his own way, not takin g a bit of credit
"Make a fight!" he shouted, turning to his two on himself, but giving really_more than belonged
".lal R. But Rocky and Lavender Jack had no in, . to him to O'Rour k e, the leader of the vigilants.
tention of d9ing so. Inst ead, they stepped to the
That wound up things a s far a s Young Wild
other side of the room and threw up their hands West 's adventures at Jump-off Camp were conin token of submission.
cerned. Before dark that evening the sheriff ar"Caramba !" cried the cornered scoundrel when rived with some deputies, and the pri soners we1·e
he saw there was no one to help him. Then he taken care of. ·
quickly drew a knife from his belt and advanced
fiercely to meet our hero. Wild did not feel like
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
taking the r:isk of reci>iving even a scratch just
then and with wonderful quickness he fired and WEST AT HARD-LUCK CAMP; or, ARIETTA
i;hnftered the knife _blade. Then the Mexican AND THE STREAM QF GOLD."
CHAPTER -IX.-The Mexican Deadshot's Last
Bluff.
.
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CURRENT NEWS
CATCHES 8-POUND GOLDFISH
Harry Tenant and Guy Rickman, both of Arnolds Park., Ia., caught an eight-pound goldfish
while seining- "soft" fish from Minnewashta
Lake, recently. This fish was of the carp variety
and was of a bright orange hue, with a few small
bl1;tck spots n~ar the head-an exaggerated rep! ·ca of the little goldfish many people keep as
ornaments in small glass bowls.
The last time such a fish was found in these
lakes, according to Mr. Rickman, was 15 years
or more ago, when a goldfish of the buffalo variety was found in East Okoboji Lake.
A STRANGE LAKE
A sulphurous lake in Central America is
c~lled Ilopango, and is six miles southeast of the
city of San Salvador. It is about twelve miles
long_ by five b_road, and ~s of volcanic origin. It
receives no tributary streams, although it has a
small outlet, flowing through a narrow ravine
into the Rio Giboa, near the base of the volcano
of San Vicente. When the surface of the water

-not less than 1,200 feet below the level of th1..
surrounding- country-is ruffled by a breeze, i:
takes a br\lliant green color, and exhales an unpleasant sulphurous odor. The lake is surroundeci
on all sides by hills high and abrupt, and composed of volcanic stones.
PERFECT GIRL GIVES HER FIVE RULES
OF HEALTH
Miss Inez Harden of Drew, Miss., judged the
most nearly perfect girl of 350,000 in the healtl,
contest in connection with the International
Livestock Exposition, with a rating of 99.04 per
cent., gave as her recipe for perfect health:
"Sleep ten hours a- night.
"Drink a quart of milk a day.
·
"Eat lots of vegetables.
"Don't use face power or rouge.
"Don't wear high heels.''
Miss Harden is sixteen, weighs 117 ¾. pounds
and is 5 feet 2 inches high. She goes to bed every
night at 8 and is up at 6.30. In addition to deep
breathing and setting up exercises, she keeps fit
by doing- housework and playing- tennis.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE" No. 112
is on the newsstands and
stories:.
contains the following
.
GRAY GLOVES (Feature Novelette), by Marion Scott
THE DIAJ;, OF DESTRUCTION-Part One (a Serial Story), by Joe Burke
THE PLOT THAT FAILED, by Ernest A. Phi_Ilips
THE MAN IN THE VAULT, by Ralph Northrnp
THE HIDDEN FLAME, by Lewis H. Kilpatrick
PERSONALLY CONDUCTED, by Hamilton Craigie
MIDNIGHT VOICES, by Donald R. Barnett
THE PHONEY SAWBUCKS, by Carl Garret Hughes Belle Starr, the Bandit - Get $40,000 From a Messenger - Burglar
Freed Through Soft-heartedness - Human Skeletons Found on a
Desert Island - Almost Hoodwinks Cops - The "Black Mags."

PRICE 15 CENTS A COPY
GET IT FROM YOUR NEWSDEALER OR ADDRESS

HARRY E. WOLFF, Inc., 166 West 23d Street, New York City
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-Or,-

"A German scouting party!" b reather] Fred.
"We must hide. If they come up with us it means
trouble for both ."

A Yankee Boy in the Big War
CHAPTEn X.

By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER IX.-(Continued)·.
"Why not? She's gagged and bound. What's
the odds ?"
"She'll starve to death."
"What do we care?"
"Pshaw, Hans ! You are more cruel tha n I am.
I'd shoot the girl as she lies and put her out of
her mi sery."
. "T};iey've got a girl p1;soner," thought Fred.
"There are only two of them. If I only had the
use of my right hand I'd soon show them. Perhap I can scare them away."
"Here they are, boys!" he shouted in German,
and then made a great trampling-. "At the
wretches! Don't let them escape."
_
He would have fired the revolver General Spencer had bestowed upon him if he had dared.
It was not necessary.
The robbers took to their heels.
Fred caught a glimpse of them and saw that
they were both German soldiers.
Waiting a few moments to see if they would
return, he stole forward and saw lying under a
tree a girl of about his own age, who had been
gagged and bound.
She was plainly dressed and did not look overintelligent.
Fred immediately set her· free and helped her
to her feet .
"Thank you, sir," she said in French. "You
were just in time. Those wretches would have
killed me."
"Have they injured you in any way?'' a sked
Fred.
"No · but they robbed me of a thousand francs .
My na~e is Marie Menteul. I am the daughter
of Menteul, the butcher, at Sissons. Everybody
knows him. He is in the Belgian army and the
shop is closed. I was trying to get t? my grandmothe1·'s with what money there was m the house.
I lost my way in these woods."
"Where does your grandmotherJ iive?"
"On the hill near the Castle of Charl~mont.
She takes care of the castle, but the Germans are
using- it for a prison now. Thev have driven her
out and she is living with a neighbor."
Should he tell her that he was bound for the
castle? Fred asked himself.
• Much as he disliked to burden himself with this
girl he. felt th~.t he just could not desert her
whe'n she was going his way.
"Come with me," said. "I am going to the
castle."
She thanked him in a simple fashion and they
were just start.ing forward when a light flashed
in the distance and a voice called in German:
"Fonv-ud! Jl~•.xch!'' Then came the reg11br
tramp •l foet.

At Castle Charlemont.
Pee1·ing about Fred's eyes lit upon a pile of ' 1'
rocks a little off the path they had been following.
"We must hide," he said to the girl. "This
is probably a German scouting party. To be captured by them would mean my finish."
He drew her in behind the rocks, where they
c1·ouched low and waited.
It proved as he had thought.
The tramp of feet continued, and presently a
body of German soldie1·s, numbering perhaps a
hundred, marched past their hiding-place.
It was an immense relief when the last of them
vanished in the darkness.
"Now we are all right," said Fred, "and we
must ;make the most of our opportunity."
"Do you know the way?" asked the girl. "I'm
completely turned around."
"I've got my compass," replied Fred. "I took
the bearings of the castle before I started out. -.
I don't think there will be any trouble in finding
it."
He struck a match, consulted the compass, and
started.
The girl followed him in silence. She seemed
a little afraid. _
·
As they advanced Fred tried to draw her out,
but she seemed indisposed to talk, so he soon gave
it up.
They continued on through the woods for something over a mile, and then came upon a fine road,
broad and evidently much traveled.
"Oh, now I know where we are!" the girl exclaimed. "This is the road to Ghent. It leads directly past the foot of the hill upon which the
castle of Charlemont stands."
It was good news to Fred, of course. They
pushed on as rapidly l} S possible, meeting no one,
and at last the lights of the castle were seen in
the distance.
As the girl pointed them out to Fred she said,
abruptly:
"If you are a German why were you afraid of
those soldiers ?"
"I have been wounded, a s you see," replied
Fred. "I want to get back home. They might
have detained me."
"You speak good French for a German."
!'My mother was French. She taught me."
"Why are yoti going to Charlemont if you are
anxious to get home?"
Here was a leading question which Fred found
himself rather puzzled to know how to answer.
"I am under special orders to deliver a message
there," he said after a moment's hesitation.
They walked on in silence.
"I wish I dared trust her," thought Fred. "Her
grandmother might be a great help to me in getting an interview with Smitz."
The thought grew upon him.
(To be continued.)
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Charley, the Corn King

fully informed about your relations with Mr.
Palmer."
•
"It that so? I thought you were.''
-OR"No, I am not. I have never asked you any
questions about the matter, feeling that it wo,
WAKING UP THE BOARD OF TRADE none of my business; for .that ~·eason I really
can't advise."
..
·
"Do you think the market can take a big drop
By R. T. EMMET
while I hold firm?"
"It certainly can if Palmer lets go all at once."
"Is tl).at his custom?"
{A Serial Story.)
"No, it is r.ot. It would be very unlike him.''
"Then I'll take mv chances and hol<l out fn CHAPTER XIX.-{Continued).
further orders; at least till the end of the week."
"I
don't believe you will get any further orders
"Charley," said Jim White kindly, "I hope you
Unles1:, you ask for them," replied the broker.
are not getting the big-head."
"I don't think I am. My hat fits all right; let's "Palmer has evidently determined to throw yo,,
talk about the market. Corn seems to be holding on your own responsibility, and there he will
leave you to act as you see fit."
its own."
"It is doing more than that. It is up five points
"He told you to ask me over the phone if I had
since the opening, and is liable to go still higher any orders?"
before the close."
"Yes. He wanted to ~now right then how you
"I'm glad to hear you say so."
were going to take his suggestion."
"Why?"
"I thought as much. Well, he knows now.
"Why? Because just at present I'm interested All :he same, Mr. White, I don't want to do anyin corn."
thing contrary to Mr. Palmer's wishes, you un"That isn't your real reason, Charley."
qerstand. I wouldn't offend him for the world."
"What is my reason, then? What do you
"He's a queer stick, and there is no telling what
mean?"
he's driving at half the time," replied the broker.
"I think you know what ! m~an. Palmer ad- "You hold on till you hear from me, Charley. I
vised you to close out, and square yourself to- don't think it is altogether E. fair shake to start
a boy like you going in a big speculation of this
day."
sort and then suddenly to sheer off and leave him
"He did."
to himself. I':l help you all I can."
"And you didn't do it."
The conversation practically ended here.
"That's right."
Charley felt that he could trust Jim WI1ite to
"Don't you think it would have been a little
a certain, extent. but no further than his own inbetter if you had obeyed orders?"
terest
lay.
"No. What he said was more of a suggestion
than an order-at least, I took it so."
He carefully watched the ticker durin"' the
"And against Mr. Palmer's judgment you had remaining business hours.
~
the nerve to hold on?"
There were no sign of a break anywhere along
"So it seems. What is your personal view?" the line.
"Well," said \Vhite, deliberately, "I sometimes
Corn kept creeping upward, and other quotagive my views, but they come high. Howeyer, tions were in sympathy.
in your case I shall not charge you anythmg.
Charley had it in his power to make himself
My personal opinion of the situation is that the a comparatively rich man within a few hours'
market is good for some d~ys yet."
time if he chose, and the . temptation was vet",'
"So I think. If I was to give you selling orders strong to do so.
right now I should be several thousands dollars
AU night long he lay pondering, as unable to
better off than I would have been if I had fol- sleep as he was to det~1·mine what he ought to do.
lowed Mr. Palmer's suggestion and closed out
In the same doubtful state .JJf mind Charley
first thing this morning."
turned up at his new office next morning.
·
"Charley," said the broker, leaning . over the '
He had come to the conclusion that it was hi s
table, "you are certainly possessed of the one dutv to explain his sudden ch an ire nf bac:e b '1 r
quality which above all others makes a success- Palmer, so as soon as he thought that the broker
ful speculater, and that is nerve. I expected to was likely to be in his office he went to a pay
see you drop off your perch first call, but I was station and called him i.lp on the phone.
mistaken. You did riot drop for a cent."
"So that is their game," said Mr. Palmer, after
Charley was silent.
hearin.g- the story. "You have done right to vacat"
Jim White was throwing bouquet · at him now. and leave them the office. Have no fears of arIt was no time for him to put in his oar.
rest. Should they try it on I will bail you out
"The fact is, Charley.," continued the broker, in an hour's time. More than that, I will come
growing still more confidential in his tone, "I out in the newspapers with a card stating that
have no doubt that Palmer is merely trving your you were acting under my directions.''
nerve."
"That ought to put everything right, sir."
"I have some such idea myself," replied Char"Of course it will put it right. Now to busi•
ley. "Then if you was in my place you wo~ld ness. You did not sell out very strong yester•
day."
hold on?"
"It really is not for me to advise, for I am not
(To be continued.)
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INTER.E~T~NG RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
CHOKE C01L AMPLIFICATIO N
Sooner or later radio fans will get the craze
for choke coil amplification instead of resistance
or transformer coupled amplification. For those
fans it is suggested that they use ordinary bell
ringine: transformers. The primary of the_se
transformers is excellent for use as choke coils
in audio-frequency amplifiers.
A MOVABLE DIAGRAM
A Paris radio writer has devised a "changeable hook-up chart." The various parts used
in standard sets are printed on discs. These can
be revolved, one part at a point showing through
each apertur(l cut in a sheet of paper on which
w.iring is printed. The device, by adjustment of
these discs, will show most of the standard hookups.
DECEITFUL "NEW" CIRClHTS
Radio is now underiroing a · queer process.
Everyone is trying to "invent" something new.
The result is that all the old text books and
magazines have been dug up and many "innovations" are present. Make sure _th.at that new
circuit of yours is not simply a rehashed outfit
which was in use a half dozen years ago.
HOW TUBES AFFECT A RECEIVER
Failure of a radio set is sometimes directly
due to the vacuum tubes used. These delicate
mechanisms .are seldom exactly alike despite their
outward appearance. Some tubes will act much
better as detectors than as ilmplifiers an~ some
amplifier tubes will act far better as radio frequencv amplifiers. There is only one way to
find this out and that is to actually try the tubes
in the different sockets until you have the proper
combination.
AUDIO AFFECTS QUALITY ,
Audio amplification consists of exactly two
kinds. Good and bad. Nine out of ten homemade amplifiers come under the heading of bad.
This is due to the fact that such an instrument is a very delicate piece of mechanism and
it must be carefully worked out, if results .a re
to be ,expected.
.
It must be borne in mind that the incoming
signal is at best extremelv weak and whei:i, we
amplify this several hundred or a thousand times,
trouble is certain to result unless we are careful.
The best apparatus always pays, especially in
radio work and narticularly in an amplifier of thiB
kind. The transformers are the most importa~t
factors, but a poor socket or faulty jacks will
make no end of trouble and noise. Build .your
-amplifier only after you have studied the situation carefully.
WHAT RADIO "NAMES" MEAN
Terms used in· radio to describe instruments
r,nd other apparatus are not entirely technical,
J;ut like many other words in the English
language are derived from either Latin, French
or Grec:k etymology. Take. for instance, the ,mf-

fix "dyne," now used as part of the name of
many new circuits. Dyne is an abbreviation of,.
the Greek word dynam, which means power or,in physics, force.
- One of the first drcuits to be described in that
manner was the suPerheterod:vne . It is of Latin
orig·in, meaning "of many" and "different," ancl
in Greek, "one of two." Thus the word :r;neans
the combining of manv forces.
Then there is the ·word neutrodyne, which is
now a household word. It means neutralized
power. · In short, it is a circuit which is "balanced." "Neutro" means "to make neither ·one
nor .the other," and dvne means "force." Therefcre, the word "neutrodyne."
POPULAR SETS
Tuned radio-frequency sets are by far the
most popular of all types being use by the
broadcast listeners. Three separate investigations were recently conducted from different parts
of the country, one by a national magazine, another by .a battery manufacturer. and the third '"'
bv an advertising- agency. All three investigations were conducted on the basis of a que,stionnaire directed . to radio dealers, inquiring
which wa s the most popular set in their territory. All three investigations corroborate each
other to a surprising clezree, · despite .the fact
that one of them was restricted to the mu ic
, trade. The results from two of the questionnaires
show that 52 oer cent of all sets sold incorporate
tun1ed radio frequency. These fti1:ures prove con_clusively that the public is followh1g the iines
suggested by sound engineering principles. The
remaining results show that regenerative sets
constitute 33 per cent of the total. All other
types, including multi-tube receivers such as the
/ilUper-heteroclyne, are placed at 14 per cent.
HOW THE TUBE ACTS
When the filament of a vacuum tube 'is heated
it emits electrons or tiny particles of negative
electricity. The electrons · are attached to the nositively charged plate because unlike particles of
electricity attract each other. When the current
on the grid is positive it aicts the pass:i,ge of electrons from the filament to the plate, but when it
is negative it resists their passage. Like particles repel each other, and ·because the grid is
negative and the electrons negative the flow stops.
During the operation of the tube an excessive
negative charge is likely to collect on the grid,
which blocks up the operation of the tube. In
order to prevent this a grid leak is used to provide a path for the excessive negative electricity
to leak ,off the grid automatically. The grid circuit is completed at the positive side of the filament or "A" battery, so ·that the positive potential at the other side of the circuit attracts the
negative charge off the grid through · the grid
leak. The grid condenser is u sed across the grid
leak _to furni sh a path for the incoming highfrequency current acro,s the high resistance of
the grid leak.
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GOOD READING
DEPTH

OF

THE THAMES INCREASED
FOUR FEET
The Port of London Authority has completed
-'the greater part of the task, which it set itself
more than ten years ago, of tncreasmg the depth
of the Thames by four feet from London Bridge
down to the open sea.
The minimum depth frofn London Bridga to
i;he Thames's mouth is now twenty-four feet.
That depth is maintained from the famous bridge
to Tilbury Dock, some twenty-five miles from the
open sea. From Tilbury Dock to the sea there
is a channel 1,000 feet wide, wi~h an average
depth of thirty feet and nowhere less than twenty-seven feet of water.
This b1·ings to completion a scheme of river
improvement projected before the war.

THE SILENT STENOGRAPHER
Which nationality furnishes the best female
tenographers? Ten guesses and it's a quart of
llfonn's 1889 extra dry against a bottle of i924
one-half of 1 percent. that you're wrong. And
that's some oods these days.
To settle the matter quickly the answer is:
The American Indian. According to Government
officials at Lawrence, Kan., they make the most
accurate, highly efficient shorthanders and typists in the world. It is one of the lines of work
that Indian maidens who attend the Haskell Institute there are taught. So great is _the de'mand for them that the institution cannot turn
them mit fast enough.
One of their real recommendations is that they
know no such thing as time. If necessary they
will stick to their work eighteen hours a day
without frowning, looking at the clock or being
sick the next day. Another is that in a room
full of them there will never be any chatter.
Complete silence all t}i_e working hours.

'

$40,000,000 LOSS IN POSTAL SERVICE
A net Joss of nearly $40,000,000 was sustained
by the Government in 1923 in operation of the
postal service, it was shown in an expert analysis submitted to the Senate by Postmaster General New.
The report, filed in compliance with a Senate
resolution and designed for use in connection with
the bill proposing general increases in salaries of
postal employees, found that only first-class mail
and postal savings were operated at a profit.
With friends of the salary-increase bill, vetoed
at the last session of Congress by President Coolidge, expressing confidence that it would be reenacted, the cost study was seen as necessitating
· a revision of postal rates sufficient to bring in
$100,000,000 additional revenue. Mr. New, however, made no recommendations. As now drawn,
the bill provides an average increase of $3,00 a
year to each of the 200,000 employees with a

total added expenditure of -more than $60,000,000.
With the exception of first-class mail and postal savings, every service conducted by the department shows a substantial loss.
Handling of second-class mail-newspapers
and magazines-is done at a loss to the Government of. 5.4362 cents a pound, the report said, and
third-class mail at a loss of 7.00465 cents a pound.
Fourth-class mail, parcel post, was handled a t
a Joss of .19243 cent a pound, but first-class
mail, letters, etc., showed a profit of 26.08699
cents a pound.
.
The revenues and costs were computed .on the
fiscal year of. 1923. Total revenues for the year
we-re $534,413,171 and expenditures $574,218,873,
with a loss of $39,805,702.
Paid first-class mail was handled at a profit of
$84,417,716 and the Postal Savings System at a
profit of $4,701,411.
·
The. losses were largest in second-class mail,
newspapers and magazines, which showed a deficit of $74,712,868, and third-class mail, on which
the loss was $16,291,575. The next highest loss
was in the registry service, with a total deficit
of $16,374,013. On fourth-class mail . or parcel
post, the loss an:io1mted to $6,916,753.
Handling of franked matter resulted in a loss
of $357,819, and penalty matter $6,214,131. The
nioney order system showed a loss of $9,540,511,
and foreign mail was handled at a loss of $4,603,038.
Loss on other branches of the service were:
Insurance of parcels, · $1,145,959; cash on delivery service, $1,825,437; handling Treas~ry
Savings Certificates, $221,809; and the canymg
of matter free for the blind, $27,315. ,
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FROM ALL POINTS
CARVINGS LAID TO CHINESE
Weird rock writings in caves ten miles northeast of Virginia City, Nev., are to be studied with
a view of determining whether they are the work
of Indians, as heretofore supposed, or of ancient
Chinese.
Gee ])ing, Chinese student at the University
of Nevada, made · a visit to the caves recently
and expressed belief the writings are Chinese
and depict a story of ancient Buddhist priests in
an attempt to circumnavigate the globe and of
the landing- on this continent.
It is a leirend in China according- to Gee Ding.
that thousands of. years back, five ships under
command of Buddhist priests set sail and never
returned. Gee Ding believ€S it may be possible
the writings were made by these people.
EIFFEL

ROOM

CLOS~D TO GENERAL
PUBLIC
Letters are received every day from various
parts of France, and even from America, asking
permission to pass a night in the apartment
which the late Alexandre Gustave Eiffel built
for himself near the top of his famous tower.
Purchased hi.e:h in the tapering- steelwork, nearly 1,000 feet from the ground, it sways considerably in an almost unceasing wind.
The apartment, however, is closed to the public, and permission to spend a night there is never
granted, although some of the petitions offer large
sums or promise "any price" if .e:ranted their
desire.

A GIANT BUG
The fro.e:'s worst enemv, it has recently been
discovered, is the water bug. This is not the same
kind of bug which is found in houses, but a large
species, which inhabits the tropical waters of
both North and South America.
'fhis water bug is called a giant by comparison
with otl1er bugs, but it is much smaller than any
of tl\c f1ogs on which it preys. Yet so powerful
,.,,c it~ [P,irs that it is sure death for the frog- that

grt"" -within it3 i;rasp

The two principal joints of the forelegs fold
down on one another, and the stouter of these two
has a groove along its front to receive the sharp
inner edge of the next joint, much as the blade
of a pocket knife folds down.
In the pools of tidal waters these giant bugs
hide among stones and rubbish, from which they
dart rapidly to attack passing frog., and occas:c
ion ally fishes. The victim is clasped by the bug's ·
forelegs, and the deadly beak :tietween its two
compound eyes is plunged deep mto the flesh.
This is not a case of taking tol: merely of the
victim's blood, as in the case of many other sucking insects; it is speedily followed by the death
of the bug's victim. ·This appears to be due to a
copious supply of liqu~d from ~round the base of
the beak, which finds its way mt? the punct:ure.
Professor bocy has traced this to a pan of
glands in the head of the giant w~ter bug. Their
.;ecretion produces death very quickly.

LAUGHS
Pat-Kill de ump! Why don't those players
iret after dat umpire? Mike--Aw. shut up, Pat!
Dis is one of dem college .e:ames.
Mother-Did you have a good time at the
party? Willie--Naw. I said no when they
asked me to have some more ice cream. ap.d the
sting-y thin.e:s never asked me ag-ain.
Magistrate (sternly)-Didn 't I tell you the
last time vou were here that I never wanted
you to conie before me a.e:ain ? Prisoner-Yes,
sir; but I couldn't make the policeman believe
it.
Editor-I wish you'd asked the distin.e:uished
visitor how our street-car manners imoressed
him. Reporter-I did, sir, and he replied that
he hadn't seen any manners on our street-cars.
A school inspector was testing the knowledge
of a class of boys. "What is a fishin.e:-net made
of?" he inquired. "A lot of little holes tied together with bits of cord," 1·eplied the smart boy
of the class.

Hubbv-Well, I did one charitable act to-day.
Wifey-l'm so g-lad, dear. Tell me all about it.
Hubby-Oh! there isn't much to tell. One of
my clerks asked for an increase in salary so
that he. could .e:et married and I refused to .e:ive
it to him.
Millionaire (to a be.e:.e:ar)-Be off with
this minute! Be.e:.e:ar-Look 'ere, mister,
only difference between you and me is that
are makin' your second million, while I am
workin' at my first.

you
the
you
still

"Yes, sirree, I made all my money by the
sweating sy-stem-bv making- the others fellows
do the sweating- while I raked in the coin." "I
should be ashamed to acknowled.e:e it if I were
you." "Why, there's no harm in being- _the proprietor of a Turkish bath, is there?"
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INTERESTING ITE., .:..
MOVING STONES
There is a curiosity in Long Pond, Cumberland
County, Maine. On the easterly side of the pond
'is a cove which extends about 100 rods farther
east than the general course of the - shore. The
bottom i~ clay, and so shoal that a man may wade
50 rods mto the pond. At the bottom of this cove
are stones of various sizes, which have an annual motion toward the shore. The proof of this
is the mark or track left behind them, and the
bodeis of clay driven up before them.
Some of these stones are two or three tons
weight, and have left a track of several rods behind them, having at least a common cartload of
clay before them. The shore of the cove is lined
with these stones, which, it would seem, have
crawled out of the water.
A PYGMY RACE
The discovery has just been made in the central portion of the French Congo of · a race of
pygmies hitherto totally unknown. The members
of the race are said never to surpass 1.5 meters,
about 4 feet 9 inches, in height. According to
La Revue, they live entirely isolated in the territory of Mongimbo. They built huts of hemispherical shape in' the forest in groups of from 5
to 30. The chief is an old man who exercises absolute and hereditary authority and elects his own
successor. They follow a curious custom. as to '
food, the women subsisting on edible roots, while
the men live on the products of the chase. According to a legend among them, the former a1·e
descended . from a hedgehog and the latter from
a toad. They have vague notions of good and
evil and have a certain cult of the dead, whom
they inter with much piety. They are valiant in
the defense of their liberty and independence.
DO SHIPS SINK TO THE SEA-BOTTOM?
The question of whether or not-. a modern steel
ship which capsizes in midocean will sink to the
bottom has been discussed at considerable length
in the past few years. Many argue that since
the water of the ocean at great depths. is under
enormous pressure there must be a pomt somewhere between the surface and the bottom where
it is so highly compressed as to support steel so
that the wrecked vessel will remain suspended
there.
At the bottom of the ocean which, at the point
of greatest depth, is a little over six miles, the
density of the water, owing to the pressure, is
only about one-twentieth greater than at the su1·face, says the Pathfinder. Only two substances
have been found less compressible than water;
these are glycerine and mercury. Steel is compressed over 50 per cent. more than water at the
same pressure. From this it is clear that as steel
descends in the water it is compressed half as
much again as the water at the same depth, so
that at no point would the density of the water be
as great as that of the steel; therefore there is
no point where steel would be suspended above
the bottom, even if the steel were dropped into

a pit in the ocean reaching to the center of the
ea1th.
It is believed that no modern vessel has compartments containing air which are sufficiently
rigid to withstand the pressure of the water a
hundred feet or more below the surface, so that
the buoyant effect of these need not be considered.
In considering this question notice must be
taken of the fact that the pressure of the water
is exerted in all directions. This is, body immersed in water sustains a pressure tending to
draw it downward with a force practically equal
to that tending to prevent its further sinking,
just as in the air, bodies sustain the same pressure on all sides. From all these facts we may
safely conclude that anv object that inks at the
surface of the water will sink clear to the bottom of the ocean.

LO_OK, BOYS!

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which . the l1ttle yellow
man accurately performs like an ath•
lete.
Five Different StuntsTHE FLYING TRAPEZ~ - Release the
· trigger-pin and the figure swings forward, gripping the brass trapeze-bar
turns a somersault in the air and catche;
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP - A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop makes
a turn and, catching by his heels,' swings
head downward from a bar.
THE GIANT SWING - He goes forward
with a 1·ush, releases the trapeze, catches
a horizontal-bar with his heels, make3
two swift some'r saults in the air and
catches by, his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1. 0 0

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box,
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.

____________________ ,.
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ARTICLES . OF . INTEREST
'

.

HOW INDIANS FIGURE TIME
Certain of the reservation Indians still cling
to the calencfar of their ancestC,rs. The Indian
method ~ .as to count time by sleeps and moons.
A sleep is twenty-four hours, and a moon is a
month. There is also a midmoon, where the sun
is at 12 o'clock meridian. This hour is indicated
by pointing overhead.
When an Indian pointed quarter way up the
sky he meant 9 o'clock; when he pointed quarter ·
way down, he meant 3 o'clock. Sunrise was the
eastern horizon and sunset the western. Night
was indicated in the saine way as by the sun.
Were an Indian asked the distance to a certain
place, or how far he had come, he would say
so many sleeps or days' travel. A sleep, as describing distance, was about - thirty-five miles
when walking deliberately, or fro!TI fifty to seventy-five miles if going in- haste with a message.

,

IN SPITE OF STONE WALLS
. Even stone walls cannot keep thieves out of a
bank. The directors of the Bank of Eng-lancrwere once startled to receive an invitation to meet
an unknown man in the strong room of the bank
at mid~ight. "You think you is all safe ha:nd ycu
bank his safe, but · I knows better. I b;n hinside
the ba_nk the last 2 nite hand you nose suffin
about 1t. ~ut_ I _am nott a theaf so hif yer will
meet mee m the great squar room, with all the
moneys, at . twelf 2 nite, Ile explain or! to you,
let only 2 cum down, and say nuffin to nobody."
The strong room was guarded the next night in
spite of a disposition to regard the letter a~ a
hoax, by police, and-.n othing occurred. The
next 'phase of, the mystery was more astonishing
t~~n ever. A heavy chest of papers and securities taken from the strong room arrived at the
bank, with a letter complaining that the directors
had set the police upon the writer, and that he
had therefore not appeared ,iS he promised; but
ACORNS AS FOOD
to prove that he was neither a thief nor a fool
Acorns, in spite of their bitter flavor, are used he sent a chest of papers he had taken from the
as food in many parts of the world amonJ!," primi- bank. Let a few gentlemen be alone in the room,
tive people, and in varic;ms parts of Europe, es- and he would join them at midnight, said the
pecially in Spain and Portugal, the oak tree is writer, and to cut short a long and strange chapcarefully tended and the acorns used in fattening- ter of bank history, a man with a dark lantern
hog-s. In manv places peasants derive quite an burst into the strong room of the bank at midincome from the sale of acorns. There is said night after calling from behind the stone walls
to be a tribe of Indians, who every year travM for the directors to put out the lights. He • was
over the mount~ins in Califomia to gather acorns. on,e of. a strange class of men who gained a livThese are hauled back home and used in making ing by seaxching the sewers at night, and through
' bread. 'The meat is ground up and soaked in an openmg from a •sewer he J1ad found his way
water, which takes out much of•the bitter taste. into the richest room in the world.
As a rule the farmers of the United States do
800 SKELETONS FOUND IN A CA VE
- not appear to appreciate the value of the acorn,
Eight hundred sl!:eletons, believed to be the realthough the Uniteq States Forest Reserve every
year admits severa'! lrnndred thousand head of mains of a white colony massacred by the Inhogs to various reservations where there are oak dians about . 1590, have recently been discovered
trees, the owners paying for the privilege. More in a cave near Benhams, Va.
The discovery was made by S. C. Dyer, scientthan once investigators have reported on the possibilities of the acOJ:n as food for civilied people, ist of Mohawk, Tenn. The colony came from
England and landed on Roanoke Island, Va., JuJy
but nothing definite has been done,
22, 1587, with John White as Governor, according to history records. Virginia Dare, the first
LOYALTY '.1'0 AGED WIDOW WINS $10,000 white child in America, was born there August
LEGACY
18, 1587.
His fidelity in serving the widow of his friend
Governor White went back tu England to obhas won $10,000 for John C. Shaw, for years an tain supplies, and on· his return in 1590 found
employee of B. Altman & Co., New York.·
Roan oke I sland abandoned. No trace of his colYears ago, when Shaw stood at the bedside of ony was found except the word "Croatan" carved
John Murphy, long his benefactor and a member on a tree. Historian s deduced from this that the
of the police force, he promised to "look after" colonists were either massacred or during White's
Mary C. Murphy, the former's wife. This he did absence moved to a place called "Croatan."
with unflagging loyalty until she died in •St. VinSome scientist s believe the Indians herded the
cent's Hospital, Nov. 20, at the age of eighty.
entire colony into the cave and left them the re
Recently when Mrs. Murphy's wi' 1 was filed to starve.
with the Surrogate it was disclosed she had left
Souvenir hunters carried away so many skulls
the entire estate to Shaw, cutting off her rela- . soon after the discove1·y that it has been impossible
for scientists to determine by measurements
tives. The will read:
·'I give, devise and bequeath all my property, whether they are of Mongolian, Caucasian or
rnal and personal o~ every kind and nature, to Ethopian races 'l'l; "-1'.f- is a possibility, scientists
my friend, John C. Shaw, of 2514 Creston ave- say, the skeletons mignt be those of Cherokee Innue, the Bronx, New York City, to be his ab- dians.
The number of the skeletons correspond with
solutely and forever, and I do hereby nominate
and appoint the said John C. Shaw to be the ex- the number of members of the colony, according
to reco1·ds in histories.
ecu;o r of thi s will."

The $}2 a week_mechanic
who becameamillionaire!
T,

WENTY-THREE years ago, John C.
Wahl was working as a mechanic in
Peoria, Illinois, at $12 a week.

'

To-day, he is a millionaire~having an income
that runs into six figures-nationally and internationally known as the inventor of the Wahl
Adding Machine, the Wahl Fountain Pen,
and president of The Wahl Company, manufacturers of the famous Eversharp pencil.
It is interesting to note that the change for
the better in the life of John C. Wahl came
the day he saw an advertisement that hit him
straight between the eyes. As he puts it,
"it told how the International Correspondence Schools could make a draftsman of a
fellow without interfering with his daily W<;>rk."
That day, John C. Wahl enrolled and started
to build for the future. His present success
is proof that he builded well.
"Pick the line of work you like best," he
said the other day, "and stick to it. Study
hard and success will take care of itself. Nothing is impossible when a man really makes up
his- mind that he's going to get ahead."
John C. Wahl is just one of thousands of
I. C. S. students who have made good in a big
way. The lives of such men should be an
inspiration and a guide to every man who
wants a better job and a bigger salary.

If the I._C. S. can smooth the way to success for
other men, it can help you. If it can help other
men to go forward to better jobs and bigger
salaries, or to success in businesses of their own,
it can help you, too.
At least find out how by marking and mailing
this coupon. It doesn't obligate you in any way
to do this, but it may be the means of changing
your entire life. ·

MAIL THE COUPON TO-DAYI

------------- -----INTEIUIATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4500eC, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can Q.ualUy for
the positlon or in the subject before which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS. TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship
Business Management
OAdvertiaing
·
Industrial Management
Better Lettera
P.ersonnel Organization
§Show Card Lettering
Trat'!',lc :Management
Stenogravhy and Typtna
Business La,v
BuslneSB English
~ Banking and Banking Law
DA.coountancy (Including C.P.A.) D Civil Service
~Railway Mall Clerk
Nlcholson Cost Accountln,r
Common Schoo] Subjects
Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
•P riva.te Secretary
D Cartoonlna
Dluetrntlng
O French
Spanish

•

B
B

TECHNICAL AND

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
MechanJcnl Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
~ Railroad Poattions
Gas Engine Operating
.
ClvU Engineer
Surveying and Mappltic
•
Met RUurgy
~ Steam Engineering
Radio -

•

INDUSTRIAL COURSES ·

Architect
Blue Print&
8D Architects•
Contractor and Builder

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Bullder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry D Pharmacy
Automobile Work
. D Alrpllne Engine&
B Navigation
Agriculture and Poultry
D Mathematica

-

8••
•

Name ........•••...•••••••••• _ _ _ _ ......................................................
3~6•24Street
Addreu .......................................................................... ..................... .
City .... ............ ................................. .State............................................
Occupation .. ... ........ ...................... .. .................. ........ ................. .. ......... .
Per,gna reaidino -in Cana.do 1h.ould ,end t1&i1 coupon to '1ut Int,rflfltie>nal Corrttapond~ce School, Canadian., Limited, Montreal., Oanad&,

LITTL E A,DS

Write 10 Riker· & King, Advertising Offices, 113'3 Br(Jadway, New York City., or
29 East Madison Street, Chicaf!O, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.

-

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR Goods and
distribute samples given to consumers ; 90c an hour;
,vrite for full particulars. American Products Co .• 2465
American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio,

-

HELP WANTED

Opportunity for men and women
for secret investigation in your distri<'t. \Vrite C. T.
Ludwig, 521 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MAKE MONEY at home writing showca.rcts.
\Ve Instruct and provide wofk. Kwik Sbowcard, 61H Bond,
Toronto, Can.
DETECTIVES N rt;o ED EVEIJYWHERE. Work borne
or travel. experience unnecessary. Write George R.
Wagner, former Govt. Detective, 1968 Broa(lway, N. Y.
SILVERING Mirrors, French Plate. Easily learned : im, vear M.irror Worl~s.
Plaus free.
mense profits.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
BE A DETECTIVE.

HELP WANTED-FEMALE

-

EARN MONEY WEEKLY, spare time, home addressln1,
mailing.

Music circulars.
Send lQc for music.
Information. New Engiand Music Co., 118 Asylum St.•
C-4, Bart.ford, Conn.
EARN MONEY at home during spare tJ.me paJnt.ing
lamp shades. pilJow tops- for us.
No canvassing.
Easy and interesting work.
Experience unnecessary.
.Kileart Company. 2354, Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
WANTED-Ladles to embroider linens for us at home
\\~rile at once--durin& their leisure moments.
·'FASHION EMBROIDERIES," 1585, LI.ma, Ohio.

PERSONAL
ATT,RACTIVE Widow with $30,000. will marry.

H.,

MARRY IF LONELY •·Home Maker"; hundreds rich ;
tflUal.Jle; years e.xIJerience; descri1>tions .free. 'l'he Suecessful Clu b. Box 556, Oakland, Cahforn,a .
MARRIAGE PAl"ER-20th year. Big lssua wltb <lescrip-

tiom;, photos. names and addresses.

25 cents.

No

other fee. Seut scultU. llox 2265 R, Boston·. Mass.
CHARMING'- YOUNG LADY, worth $50,000, will 1nafl!:,-.
c .. Box 55. Oxford, ]1'Ja.,
MARRY-Free photog,ravhs, dhucLory ant! descriptions
of wealthy meml,ct·s. Pay wheu. married. New PJan
Co. . De11t. 30 , Kansas C1ty, Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY wilh photos a.Jll l
descril)tions free. Pay when married. 'l'he ExchaJlge.

Dept,. 5t5. ICansas Cit;-, Mo.
MARRY-Write for big new direcwry witll photos anJ
descrtpthms. _l?ree.
National Agency, Devt.
4606. St-1. 1':. K1HHUl5 C!IY. Mo.
SWEETHEARTS' Correspondeuco Club.
8tam1>ed euveloJ)e for sealed prbposal. LilUan Sproul, Station
R, C'levela nd, Ohjo.
MARRY-Register with one of the oldest Companlcs. on
earth. Jf married \\1thin ninety days, v•Y marrla.a-,
fee. Particulars. Hazen A. Horton, Desk J., Marshall~

....

~!lch .
LONELY HEARTS, Join our club: we have a companion for you. many worth from $5,01)0 to $50,000
most successful home maker, clescrlution and DhOtos
free. f::tandar(l Corr. Club, Grayslake. l!I.
LONESOME?
Flml your sweetheart.
VAst metnbership, confidential. no embarrassment. 1:n-tba Franz,

~fontana St.. Clllcago,
MAIDEN, worth $60,000, but 50 lonesome.
L .• Box 39. Oxford. Fla.
CHARMING YOUNG LADY, worth ' $15o,OOO, will marry.
,..
c., Box 55, Oxford, Fla.
YOUNG WIDOW, very wealthy. but lonely. wUl marry.
J!}va. B-1022, \-Vichlta. K,ansas.
PRETTY MAIDEN, wortll $60,000, but so lonesome. L .,
Box 39. Oxford. Fla.
YOUNG WIDOW , very wealthy, hut lonely.
Woulu
marry. Eva . B-1022, "r!ch1ta. Ka11sas.
!l4!l

PRETTY

Box 866. League, Denver. Colo.
GET A SWEETHEART. Exchange letters. Write me
enclosinc- stamp. Violet Ray , Dennison. Ohio.
HUNDREDS seeking marriage. It sincere enclose stamp.
Mrs. F. \Y.fllard, )928 Broadway, Chicago, Illinois.
LONESOME?-Write me, Many, l1ave home, wealth,
happiness.
Quick results guaranteed.
Hyde, Box
305, 87. San Francisco. Calif.
HUNDREDS wealthy members will marry. List free.
Mrs. McKay, B-1083. Omaha, Nebr.
LONELY. H EARTS-1 lnrve a sweetheart for you. Excha11go letters; make new frien ds. Efficient, confiden•
1ial and dignified senlce. Members everywhere. Eva
Moore. Box 9Q8. .laCksonville. Florirla.

SEND TODAY for free COl>Y Writer's D!geot; tells how
to write and sell short stories, photopla.ys, p;oems,
songs: \Vrit.er's Di,mst G-22. E. 12th St.. ClncmnaU.

OLD MONEY WANTED

FORTUNE, Romance! Correspond with your

wm

pav Fifty Dollars for nickel of 1913
with Libert.v head (not Buffalo). We pay
,·ash premiums for all rare coinsc Send 4c
for large Coin Circular. llfav mean much
profit to you.
NUl\IISlIATIC BANK,
Dept. 436
Ft. Worth, J.l"ex.

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snuff' Habit cured or no Jl!IY. $1.00 I!
cured, RemeUy sent on tr.la!. SuporL.1 , Co.• PC.,

Baltimore. Md.

SONGWRITERS

ideal.

For particulars address:
NATIONAL LETTER CLUB,
Box 355, Los Angeles, Calif.

Earn $25 weekly, SDUl'e time, w1·iting for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary. Copyright book free.
PRESS SYNDICATE
1180, St. L1rnls. Uo.

INSTRUCTION

Railwa.v Postal Clerks sta.rt $133 month;
1·ailroad pass. Send stamp for Questions.

Love is the greatest
thing in the world.
Why not have good
luck in love? The
Sheik, the world's

thn.!~8Jt.t~?n':i.~e:,

11orseoua A.fabian Nigbta

conqoera love. The Sheik

Rine with bis Imai• en It 19

.
the e:,inbol of thi• sreatlover'•
dlum ana l)OWeP, Amul11111torleure ~ini,tol~ ofg"'!(I
lack in Iova by prominent wearer•• Get tb1• Arabian Sheik
Rini, of onfqne dosllJD an,i nnn • ual beanty adomed with

gorg-eioo• Abmed ruby and emerald, 8END NO MONEY.
Simply :,oar name and addreaa, al10 a • ~ of paper for
Wze. S11ywhetber Jady'e or ttentJeman' •• Wben It arrive,,
i-:lmolY deposit :1.7D with madme.n. Order today. DPpoe1t
vromn-tly returned jf not satisfied. after 6 daye.

SHEIK AHMED. Rand McNally Bldg., lltpt. u Chicago

COLUMBUS INSTITUTE,
N-18, Columbus, Ohio

eREE
g . ·:•g
~-~iuu,
.,
o:Rodio Set ~
The Set you alwayc
T U lff

-

Wanted I-FREEi
A real RADJO SET- Li.ten

_9~1
•

0 1''

~1ri!t~a-~i~~rtc'an':e~t:i~~9~5to 100 mi1H and mors.
RUSH ~~~"c!~~:t:i'i.08[f0~ 1'YJB~1fil'I}J'& ~lnT
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Don't delay. Write today for FRE~ RADIO PLAN.
Hom8iS~pplyCo., i 31 Duern, St.,N.V .Clepl ~7

ONE MILLION
MILES THIS
SALESMAN'S
RECORD
Fred M. Lewis,
523 West 112th
street, New York,
probably
.holds
the world'.s mileage record as a
traveling
sales- ~ .
man. At the con~
vention of the
National Council
of Traveling
Salesmen, h e I d
recently,
Lewis
was said to have
traveled
more
miles than any
other
member.
During his thirty-two years on
the road he averaged 35,000 miles
a year, . and altogether he has totaled more than
a million miles.
He sells laces and
nettings.
--,
Ten nights out
of fourteen. find
him in a Pullman,
yet. · he says he
has never grown
accustomed . to a
berth and still
finds it hard to be
lulled to sleep by
the motor of the
train.
As frequently as twice
in one year he
has made the trip
from Paris to
California
-and
back again. He
thinks nothing of
going from New
York
to
San
Francisco.
He
calls himself this
city's longest distance cummuter.
Never has he
been in a wreck,
tnough
several
times he has just
escaped
taking
traii:is that met
with trouble. He
considers the life
of a traveling
salesman
a
healthful one despite its irregular
hours of eating
an d
sleeping.
Constantly on the
go, he has plenty
of exercise.

Why Don't You
Reduce?

OUR ONLY
ACTIVE
VOLCANO
Wonderful new device, RUidea yoor hand

correct•

~oar,ritir:a in few day•. BiaimproTemen\ i n ~ •
The only active
boon.,, No failures. Complete outl~ne FB.a;:.,..ua
volcano in the
St. Lo~•, Mo.
Write C. ~. Omient, Dept. 89
continental limits
of the United
States is Mount
Lassen, - in California.
Mount Lassen Y-llde C.. 11 Qaloldr ..,_ of Pfmplea, Blackbeed&
Eruptions on the face er bod:,. Barbera Itch.
has tossed boul- Acne
~ Porea and Oil:, or Shiny Skin.
ders weighing a Ecmema. E nW-rit
• toda:, for m:, PIISa IIOOKLIE'l:f
'"A CL94&·ToN• 8KJM,"-t• UiDlf_bow
ton three miles,
eurec1 m:,aelf attar belns dlldecllli-.
and stones the size K.6.QIYIINS,111
IIININI ...., Ka11-cn.,110.
of a man's head
yet
ten miles,
only once has
sent forth heated
matter. That is
because the oxygen which produces this heat
comes from water
in solution in thr.
rC'cks themselvC',;,.
instead of frnm
water percolatin~ S - - O L D MONEY \VANTE0--.:...- S
f2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds ot old
from without the
Keep ALL Old or odd money, It may
t h e coins.
·mountain,
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. tor ILLUSsupply hence be- TRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
ing less abun- Posted. We pay CASH.
CLARKE COIN co .. .... 1s. LeBo:v. N. T.
dant.
Doctor Dal, of
InstiCargenie
ftSlTJl• llT mollo4 e&
•1tBSTRU.L.lflie•r.._
tute, tells of 1·e• end,1; H DOt, Jt' • ftllL
Wrl .. •;v.. lr•lm.fl'
cent borings in
~"'..-Aft•
CaliNorthern
fornia, which resulted in finding
temperature
a
above b o i 1 i n g
.BUYS CO.MPLE'£E COURSE, Includpoint of water
ing 40 Clever Cartoon Stunts, "How
only 3 feet below
to Give a Performance," "How to
Originate Ideas." Samples 15c. Modt h e s u r f a c e.
Cartoon Service, Dept. W, 296
ern
boring
These
Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
could not be carried deeper than
375 feet because
Get Rid
below that point
it no longer was
possible to cool
the tools with
Sent on request. Ask for my
water. From two
"pay-when-reduced" olrer. I hav,
reduced thousands
successtull:r
such borings, he
or persons, often at the rate of
said, the equivaa pound a day, without diet er
lent of 1,100 kilexerclae. Let me send you proof at my ex pens~.
owatts of energy
DR. B. NEWMJlN, Llcenoed Physician
could be obtained.
litate of New York, 286 Fifth Avenue
Day
Doctor
New York, Desk ,v-18
suggested t h a t
there is excellent
.opportunity to derive power on a
- A new 1i.ustrated book in 42 chap
'Commercial scale
ter• .Tellathe provocation tha.t led
IIP to the mostdaringgunfig:ht on
from borings in
record where they shoot.the Judge
such a region,
Sheriff, Stales attorney, ;a Juran,
thus setting the
and 8 othen in the Hillsville Court
Room, All crimes have a woman
internal heat . of
back of it, and BOYS this one is
the earth to helpworth reading. Larir~ bound book
ing do the work
in plain ....._pper for TEN Cents.
ROYAL BOOK CO. Dcpl334;se. Norwalk. Coma.
of the world.

PIMPLES
PREE

AsrHMA

Aren't you tired of being called fat? Aren't you

tired of being made fun of, tired of being unable

to do the things that slender people do?
Then here is what you are looking fo!"-1' simple.
pleasant. method of reducing - Marmola Pr••
•eription Tablet•. Just take one of these tablets
after each meal and at bedtime and almost immediately Your fat will begin to disnppear. In o. ehort
time you will be as slender as you want to be.
Don't endanger :;our
health by etaying fat. Go
to your druggist nnd aak !or
a box of Marmola Pr••
•cription Tablet•, or, if
you prefer, send one dollar
to the Marmola Co., 1879
General Motora Bldir., Detroit. Mich., and a box will
be sent po11tpaid. Then
try them. See how qui¢kly
they make you
s lender-.,,;thout tireeOme exerciaee or starvation diets. Eat
anything you
want. Marmola
Tablets will
make you slender! Get your
box and I tar&
today.

:=~,.-:a:

1t1!l.-t1ill4!1 ;i L'r,J: 1Ri i

$

I

ILES
P
W411ir• Ui)•fl\1-1i
.

DON'T BE

¥0~

Try
UntJ
This Wonderful
Treatment

My Internal 'lletbod ot treatment la the
correct one, and Is sanctioned by the best
OintInformed physicians end surgeons.
ments , snlves nnd other local application•
give only temporary relief.
It you have piles In any form write for ll
VREF: sample of Pag.,•• Pile Tableh and
you wm hies• the dny that you rend this.
lVrlt~ todny.
E. ll. race, 349-F Paa-e Bid&',, Marshall, Mkk.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISS UES - -

Wild, West Corralling the Creeks: or,
Arietta and the Redskin Roundup.
" Warning; or .The Secret Band of the Gulch.
" .After Big Gome: or, .Arietta and the Hunter's
Trap.
" Clenn Sweep: or, The Reformation of Reckless
Camp.
" and the Hoodoo Clnlm; or, A"rletta and the Keg
of Nuggets.
" ancl "Cln na mon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gila G!nnt.
" Srrlmmnge with Sioux: or, Arlettn end the
RPnPgecle.
" Rerfng the Cowboys; or, Saving e Doomed
Ranch.
" Blgirest Panou t; or, Arletta and the Lost Prospectors.
" Saving " Hundr"if Thousand: or, The Shot That
Stopped thP Train.
" Fnll Rounrt Up: or, Arletta nnd thp Rustlers.
" o~er thP Rio Grande: or. The Hunt for the
Sto!Pn Stock.
" an<'! the Re(1skln Spy; or, Anetta's Clever
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1123
1124

1~
1126
1127
1128

1129
1130

1131
11~2

H33

1134

DPCOY:,

J135 "
1 t36
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1137
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"
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'141
1142
1143
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"
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1151

"

" 1!'i2

"

'153

"

' 1M ••
'1'1.'I

"

-na "
11::;7 "

· 1:.8

"

Gnnning for Gold: or, Outwitting the Mine
Plotters.
Fnrrr<'I to Fight; or, How Arletta Bos~ed the
Gulch.
nnrl the 'P1ngllsh Earl; or, The Search for a
1\llsslne: Mnn.
aw' t11P Tndlan Agent: or, Arletta Shooting for
HPr Life.
J,nsso Duel: or. Thn Picnic at nrv E:>ttom.
and the U. S. Marshall: o~, Arletta as a Detective
St<>pplng R Flood: or, Snvlne: n DoomPrl Camp.
an<'! thP l\faJI Coach: i>r, Arletta and the Ledy
in Blue.
an<f the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge of Red
Rock PaRR.
HPlplng the 9th Cavalry: or, .Arletta as a
Sharpshooter.
an<l thP Miner's "Kid"; or, Fighting for a
Gold Claim.
anrl t'he Redskin Rustlers: or, .Arletta Saving
the Cattle.
Fight on thP MPSll: or, Snrrnun<'IP<l hv Grensers.
Lenning a Raid; or, Arlettn nnd tl1e Bars of,
Gnld.
at Ynnkee Camp: or, A Fourth of .Tuly on the
Border.
CornPred by Apaches; or, ,Arletta and the
Poi~nned Arrow.
an,1 "Tnnocent Ike"; or, Trapping a Tricky
Rustler.
PrnlrlP Pnrsnlt: or. Ar!Pttn a <'nntlvP.
anrl the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with the Sheenmen.
Wnsll!ng Out Gold; or, Arlettn's Lucky Dlscovery.
l\[('xicnn Mlxup; or. The SllvP,. Mini" ntsnnt".
nt thP Widow's Claim: or, Arlettn's Brnve Defpnse.
anrl thP Range Boss: or, Crooke<l Work at the
Sleepy .T.
Cnngl1t by Savages: or, Arletta's Daring
Rescue.

.'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, Sc. PPr copy, In money
or postage stomps by

HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
New York City
16tf West 23d Street

'.

HOW TO
scENARIOS WRITE
THEM

1

I

Price 85 Cents Per Obp:,

'l.'hls book contains all the most recent changes
In the method ot construtlon and submission of
sceflarlos. Sixty Lessons, covering every phase or
~cenarlo writing. For sale bv a ll Newsdealers and
Bookstores. It you cannot procure II copy, send u1
the price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, an d
we will mall you one, po • ta &'e free. Addree• .
L. Senareno, UO • e..-eath A...e., New Yerk, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Evel'y Subject.
N o. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULU:\I AND DREAM
BOOK.-Containing the great oraele of human d estiny;
also the true mennlug ot almost nny kind of drE'lllJlS,
togetlier with charms. ceremonies, and clfrious games of
cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-'.1.'be grent hook of
magic nnd cnrd tricks, cnntalntng full Instruction on nil
the leading card tricks of the day, also the most popula r
magical Illusions ns performed by our IPndlng magiclans: evPry hnv shonl<'I ohtntn a copy of this hook.
No. 8. HOW TO FLI RT.--The arts ond wiles of fllrtatlo'! are full;v pxplolned hy this little book. Besides the
,,arious ml'thods of handkerchief, fan, glove. parasol,
IYindow and lint fllrtntiou. it contains a full list ot the
lanirooge nn<'I sPntlment of flowers:
N o. 5. HO~ TO JIAKE_ L OVE.-A complete gut<'le to
love, courts~1p and mnrrrnge, giving sensible advice,
rules_ and etiquette to he ohsc>ned. with many curious
and interesting things not gPnerally known ·
No. 7. IIO W TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hnndsomelv lllustrated and contninlpg full -Instructions for the management an<'! training of the cnnnry, mockingbird bobolink
'
'
blnrkb!rd, pnro(Juet. parrot. etc.
No. 8.

H OW TO BECO)rn A SCIENTIST.-A useful

No. 0.

now TO BECOME A l 'ENTRILOQUl!ilT.-

No. 11.

HOW To WRITE LOVE-LETTERS

an/I lnstructlve hook, giving a completP treatise on
chemistry; nlso experim,,nts In acoustics mechanics
~athemntlcs, rhemlstry. nnd dlrPctions for 'making fire:
This book canTI orks, coloreil tires. nod gns balloons.
not he e(J11nln<'I .

By Harry Kenn!'dY. E.,.ery intelligent boy reaillng thls
ho<'k of Instructions can master the art and creat any ..
amount of fun for himself and friends. 'It Is the gereatest book ever pnhllshr<'I. ·
No. 10. HOW TO DOX.-'l'he nrt of seJf-ilef!'nsp made
Containing over tblrtv IJlnstrntlons of \rnnr<1s
t~sy.
ows nnd the c!lfl'erPt>t positl<>ns <>f a 'good h~xer
Every bo:v should obtain on!' of these ns<'ful and 1n:
structlve hnoks, ns It w!ll tea<'h You how to ho withx
out an Instructor.
A

:'r°itt

complPte ltttlc> hook, contiinlng full directions '"r;;r
Ing love-lett!'rs. nnd "'hl'n to use them giving specimen
'
·
lettprs fnr ynnne: and nld.
No. rn. now TO DO JT; OR. BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-Jt ls a grent life secret, and one that every
nmlt~ d!'slres to know all about. There's hnppl-

!~!\n 1

No. JR. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN
Containing full Instructions for constructing 8 wlndo-;
garden Pither In town or country, ancl the most approved
methods for raising he1111tlful flowns at home The
mMt complPte hook of the kin<'! ever publlahed . ·
No. 1'7. HOW TO DRESS.-Containtng full Instruction In the art of (lres~lng and nppearlng welJ at home
ancl abrond. giving the ~elections ot colors mntnlal
'
aQ<'I how tn hnve them mn<'le up.
No. 18. now TO BECOl\lE BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
brightest and mo~t valuable little books ever given to
the wnrld. Everyho,dy wishes to know how to become
beautiful, both male and female. The secret Is simple
'
an<'! almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
PARTY.-A complete comµendlum of games sports
card dlvl'rsions,, comic recitations, etc., suitable' tor par:
!or or drnwlng-room l"ntertalnmPnt. It contnlns more
tor the mone;v thnn nnv book puhl!sht"d.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIOHT.-Heller'R second sight E'XPlnlned by bis former assistant, Fred IIunt •
.Tr. Explaining how the secret dialogues were carried
on between the msglclan and the boy on the stage· also
'
giving all the cot!es and slgnals.
No. '!S. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlll!t.-Thls little
book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, to•
gether with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one Is
desirous ot knowing what his future life wlll bring.forth,
whether happiness or mlserY, wealth or poverty. You
can tell by a glance at this llttle book. Boy one and be
convinced.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wtll oe 11ent to
address on recetpt of price, 10c. per copJ ,
In money or stamps, by '

••J'

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc.
l-.o,v Yock City
1:6 West 2:;d Street

